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Board approves, 4'fflliti80JBGriaB

By Marc C::hase
Senior Reporter

Tor SIU Board ofTrust,:es 1manimously voted Thursday to approve
four tuition hikes to begin fall
1995. following recommendations
made by SIU Chancellor James
Brown last month.
The tuition increases include a
3.5-percent hike for undergraduate
and non-profe.~sional graduate stu-

dents at SIU, a 14.9-percent hike
for students at the SIU School of
Law, a 16-percenl hike for students
al the SIU School of Dental
Medicine and a 16.9-percent hike
for SIU School of Medicine students.
The 3.5-percent increase means
SIUC undergraduate and non-professional graduate students will pay
an additional $82.50 pr..r year, raising tuition cost for students who

enroll in 15 credit hours to $2,400
next year.
The tuition of SIUE graduate and
non-professional graduate students
will increase by $63.60, raising the
total cost to $ I ,842 for in-state students enrolled in 12 to 18 credit
hours.
.
Board members and University
administrators have said the 3.5-

.Hea~th training' plan re\ieal~d ·
By Marc Chase .
Senior Reporter.

,

The SIU chancellor's office
revealed to the·SIU Board of
Trustees Thursday a plan for
training healt!l care profe-.sion;iis

hfut

in Southern Illinois i&
the •
n:gion into the 21st cennuy.
What began as a request from
the Illinois Board of Higher
Education for SIU to study 54

-
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see TUITION, page 5

Hubbaro to participate
in weekend festivities
By Stephanie Molett!
Senior Reporter

A woman described by many
as a tireless worker and an inspiration to others has assumed the
position of president of the executive board of the SIU Alumni

Association.
Arnette R.
Hubbard, a
1957 graduate of SIUC
and Chicago's·Board of
Elections
Commissioner, be(came presi-

·:."!.fittubbanfr:·:~

·:::~cr!tit!:
on July L · ·. _..., __

Hubbard is visiting the campus
for HomecolJl!Dg·m,id will partici~
Staff Photo.,, Shtr'9y Glohl

NORML members Drew Hendricks, a senior In journalism from carbondale, and Belta Kn.Isa,
a junior In cinema and photography from Bluffs, sell brownies and t-shlrts at the NORIIL rally
In the tree forum area Thursday al'temoon.

pate in alumni activities during
the weekend
'This weekend, I plan to make
some comtesy calls on campus to
parts of the administration, part of
the faculty and students, and to

alumni," Hubbard said. "Just to
say hello. We want to know what
they need (from the association)
and share the vision of the
Alumni Association.··
Hubbanl said the weekend will
not be all business.
"I'll heartily participate in the
Homecoming activities. I'll be in
my 20s again," she !>aid. "I love
parades, I love football games,
and I love hot dogs and getting
mustard all over."
As president of the association,
Hubbard has set a list of goals.
"Someone oni:e said if you
reach for the Milky Way and grab
a star, you're not doing too bad,"
she said. '1t is my desin: to plan
big rather than plan too small."
Hubbard said she is concentrating on two gOils very important
to her. The first is to n:vitalize and
strengthenlunmi cbapte,s.
Hubbard is focusing on the
Chicago area, where there are
over 25,000 SIU alumni, she said.
"Every big project requires

. . HUBBARD, page 15

Homecoming begins Kirkpatrick discusses _wor1d .ord~r

By Kellie Huttes

By Dean Weaver
Senior Reporter

Senior Reporter
As SIUC alumni roll into town and
Homecoming festivitie.~ begin, organi7.ations involved are puning finish•
ing touche.~ on their floats and hoping for a win from the Dawgs.
Although Carbondale has been
soaked with rain for the past two
days. Bobby Williamson. an aviation
weather observer at the Southern
Illinois Airpon, said he expects clear
and pleasant weather for Saturday.
"The extended forecast calls for
clearing skie.~ on Friday and mostly
sunny skie.~ and cool temperatures in
the mid 10 upper uOs Saturday, so it
should be real preny out." he said.
Tad Davis, a freshman in agribusiness economics from Tallula and
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity member. said becau~ of the recent rains,
the A TO and Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority float had to be moved from
the outdoors to the house basement,
where members are expected to work
on it until Saturday morning.
Davis said more than 30 members
a day have been working on the float
since Tuesday.

Jeane Kirlcpatrick. fonner U.S. representative to
the United Nations, spoke Thursday night: at
Shryock Auditorium about the role: our country •
plays in the new world order in cooperation ·with
the U.N.
A crowd of 420 people attended despite the
small protest of Kirkpatirck by the National
Lawyer's Guild on the ouL~ide steps of Shryock.
Only seven people panicipa1ed and held signs that
read. "Kirkpatrick said yes to Salvadoran Death
Squads."
Richard Whitney, an SIU Law School student,
said after Kirkpatrick was appointed by former
Presi~ent Rouald Reagan she supported t.iird world
governments that n:pn:ssed their people, forcing
them to live in poverty.
~ Photo by Shirley Gioia
"She supported regn:ssive dictatorships and miliJean Kirkpatrick, an· Influential political
tary regimes because they supported American
ind:.istry," he said. ''These governments oppressed sctenJlst and former representative to
their people by lortun: and political imprisonment" the United Nations, addresses the press
Kirkpatrick, during a press conference at the after'.arriving at WHllamson County
Williamson County Airport, said that she did not Airport Thursday aflemoon.
try to repress the people of Latin American coun- tries,"~ said. "As a r.!SUlt, when I left office most
tries.
of the governments ir. Lati.n and South America
"We worked from the very beginning to get.
democratic government in power in these criun- ROLE, pega ·us

"It's been a lot of work. but a lot of
fun," he said.
Becky McGrew, a junior in elementary education from Bloomington and Alpha Gamma Delta sorority
member, said members of her group
have been working a float for
Saturday's parade with the Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity members, in
addition to preparing a get-together
and brunch for sorority alumnae.
see HOMECOMING, page 13
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',.' FREE DEMOCRATS FLOUNDERING IN ELECTION~
,.. BERLIN....:For.ihe Free Dcmocr.its,:who.scrve as Chnnccllor.Hclmut
-Kohl's junior coalitign (l3!t!lcr, it ~ti l}:lngs in lhe balance lhis,wcck: self•
respect, influence and, above all, powcr~.To preserve lhc,status quo in
Bonn, Kohl's Christian'IJcmocrats need Free Democratic suppon to
. maintain a majority.in parliruncnL But the Free Democrats arc floundering
badly; in six consecutive state assembly elections, as well as in the
. , ,European Parlfamcnt clcctio.nslast June, the liberals have failed IO musu:r
: '." tl1e·s percent ncroco for rcprc.o;cnraticin'. .

,n

6undey Eveni.18,· ·
Octob:".r 16 al 7:30 p.m.

;ti·~~:,~· ., :· , '_ . ·,. ·

USERS-SATISFiEDWITH FEDERAL HE.fJ.LTH PLANWASHINGTON7Morc than 80 pcrccm d p::irticipan~ in the Feder.:
'Employees lk:11th Ucnclits.P.rogrnm who rcspontj•.•d to ·a survcv said ll1~·
were satisfied with 1hcir heal1'1 insurance plan. officinl,s said L'm ·": :I.
The progrnm, known as FEHBP, provides co,·,r~gc for•aoou1 9 rnil;:r:•
Amcri:::ms. including c·urrcnt and retired fcocrJI employees :md thci,
dependents. FEHBP was frequently cited during the year-long
congrcssion.11 debate on health care ,1s :1 model program that holds down
premium costs while giving enrollees a.~hoice in health insurance.

\1 ·. Vernor.. 11.
l:.;L,·2·t'2-1".: )t~

ESPY RESIGNATION ELICITS1MIXED REACTIONS -

WASI-IINGTON.:.:.Dcr.:nding on who you ask, Mike Espy's rcsign:ition
~;..:Mens:& Womens:.. :... . ;"', czlicr,"this. monlh~is .c.1thcr a blessing or a tragc.dy.' Ironically, the poultry
industry, which has been portrayed as benefiting from his tenure, is happy
NIKE &TIMBERLANE>"
to sec hi!TI go. But consumer and public health groups s:iy he did more to
;. outdoor focitweat
improve food s:ifcty than any secretary in recent years. An indcpc.,dent
Guaranteecf
counsel is investigating whether Espy violatc.d fc.deral meat inspection
laws by acccpting·lodging, travel and entertainment from Tyson Foods,
Best: f»rlce~
··-""Inc.
•·
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( ~ () r l"l'l't i()(lSI (~la r ifi cat i()llS
In a·tettcr' to the'editor which ran in the OcL 13 c.dition· of the Daily
,.:Egyptian titled .~Kirkpatrick bad choice for SIUC," some information
was inadvertently omitted: The letter should have read, "She was
decorated by the military junta in Argentina, nnd broke a long-standing
U.S. policy by meeting with South African military officers."

THE MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY CENTER
presents

· In a story which ran in the Oct. 6 edition or the Daily Egyptian titled
. "Model teaches farm safety," Ricliard Steffen was mis~uoted. The
quote should have read, "The rule of thumb is you don t have two
people riding on a tractor."

PROGRESS IN 'MATERIALS·RES~CH
A SERIES OF REPORTS ON THE MOST RECENT RESULTS
FROM SIU'S MATERIAL TECHNOLOGISTS

The Daily Egyptian regrets I.he errors;

REPRESENTING
CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
CIVIL ENGINEERING & MECHANICS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND ENERGY PROCESSES
MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

Accuracy Desk
If readers spot ari crrodn :i ncws·article. l~ey can contact the Dail)'
Egyptian Accum~ Desk at 536-3311, extension 2.13 or 228. •
'··

PHYSICS

MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY CENTER
Daily Egyptian

THIS IS A THREE DAY RESEARCH EVENT!
MONDAY, OCTOBER I 711 :00 ··J:45 p.m.)
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18 (12:30 • 3:45 P-,m.)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19(9:00-;. lbGa.m.)
ENGINEERINGCOLLEGECONFERENCER90MA122

·
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_ ~k'.Sinjl!J; 9PSC. pesident, said
'briogin& concerns about representation
to GPSC was irrelevant because GPSC
does .not represent areas .like the
Undergraduate Student Government
does. Smith said Evergreen Terrace
does have a represeriative on USG. .
Smith said this reso1ution is about
equal ~ty,and essential righ~.
"It's a priitcij,le of'inteiest:' We re
talking about opportunity and_essential
rights,'' he said. "It's not up to you to
dictate who your neighbors are.".
·
If same-sex domestic partners are
allowed to liye in married housing,
they would be treated the same· as a
married couple. While not being able
to be ~gaily married, couples would be
allowed tc, live together as a family.
Children of partners also would be
make the COITCCt decisions."
Alishia Poteat, a resident of treated the same as a married couple.
Evergreen Terrace, was concerned
Smith said he does not expect a big
about the representation of residents in increase in applit:ations for married
housing and does r.ot expect the waitthe area.
'This (the resolution) may not represent the wishes of people living in mar- -HOUSING, page7

Stall Reporter/

,. " .

.·1_

·,

.• \

Same-sex domestic panners took a
step clo~er-to living.together in.
University Housing Wednesday night
as the Graduate and Professional
>, Student .Council passed a resolution
',supporting recomenilations the
' University, reciev~ from the l>omestic
-PannersSnidycommittee;- •
.
. However, John Guyon, University
president; said be does not see
sex domestic housing being otfeml in
the immediate future.
"We're talking about several
months," Guyoo said. "I read an anicle in the DE about GPSC seeing a
sense of urgency. I don't see·asense of
urgency. We want to make sure we

same-

Global rhythm
Mahesh Kumar of C8rbondale plays two types of Indian drums - the Tabla and · ·
the Dholak - while keeping time with RaJI Rangan, a senior In accounting from
Carbondale, who plays the Hannonlum during a noon performance. at Mcleod
theater. The performance took place along with cultural dances In front of a
large crowd of grade school children and their parents.

SIUC lecturer organizes Bosnian relief efforts
By Katie Morrissey
Staff Reporter

ance, but due to Serbian expansion
efforts and propaganda, it has
become a struggling nation in
which all groups are suffering.
Jensen gathered Muslims, Jews
and Christians from the community
to promote area awareness, and also
found several interested students
and faculty members willing to volunteer time to help organize a registered student organization.
Monty Peerbhai, chairman of the
Multi-Cultural Affairs Commitee
for Illinois Board of Higher

News repons from the war tom
Bosnia has prompted an SIUC lecturer to organize a relief effon
directly from the Southern Illinois
area 10 the country.
Rick Jensen, a lecturer in the history, depanment. said a saying his
friend once told him came to mind.
"Evil persists when good men
and women remain silent." he said.
Jensen said he will not let himself

F.ducation, advised Jensen to bring
his group into a larger sphere by
requesting RSO status.
Jensen agreed because he said his
group was simply, "limping along"
with its previous local sponsor,
whom he declined to name.
He said the group is already
aligned with the national ori, 'lllization named, SAGE (Students
Against Genocide) which has
helped to gain insight on what other
universities are doing to help stop
genocide across the world, panicu-

larly in Bosnia The group has collected a small amount of money to
help pay living expenses for
upcoming speakers while they are
in Crubondale. The speakers. gathered by Brown University, are
going to be in town next month.
Speakers will include Gilles
Peress, who has taken photographs
of the war; Roy Gutman, Pulitzer
Prize winning writer for
'Ncwsday', (he broke the story on
see BOSNIA, page 17

NEED
TO

ADVERTISE?
THE
ANSWER'S
IN
BLACK
AND
WNITEI
Sign up for~ now at the Student f.enter ~ Shop, Lower
LeYel, Student f.enter.Jor more information ~453-3636
Also available: Kitls'bne Day Oasses & Holiday <1asses

Daily Egyptian
Call
536-3311

ADULT FWf.WHI (WSES

For More Information

or c,;ich coo""' 1s s32 ror sruc
students, S35 for SIUC f.lculry •nd suff,
•nd S38 for members o( 1hc community,
plus supplies, uni= Olherwi!IC no1ed.
Ten pounds of cby (3\':tibblc from 1hc
Ct.lft Shop for $8) l< nce<kd for the first
day of .u chy chssc<.

11,c mst

Whccl:rhrowing
Wedr-,,d,)'S. 6 p.m. • 8 p.m.
Scs.<lon II: OclObcr 19 • Novt.,nbcr 16
11tul'5days, 6 p.m. • 8 p.m.
Sc5.s1on In: October 20 • NO\i:tnlx.-r 17

Mon<b)-S. 5 p.m. • 6 p.m.
S=1on Ill: October Z

Tu1'S<h)-S. 6 p.m. • 8 p.m.

5c>.-<lon II: October 18- No,-cmbcr 15

Pktun: Framing and Mattlog
Wcdncsdl)-S. 6 p.m. • 8 p.m.
Scs.<lon D: October 19 • Nm,:mhcr 16

SlaloalGlass
Fri<bys. 5 p.m.-• 7 p.m.
Scs.<1on II: October 21 - Novrmbcr 18

llcgbmJna Guitar
Wcdncsda)'I, 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Scsolon II: October 19 - November"l6

Wooden Bobby Bone

~KDIIIVIIIGINIF.SN'T

H

Alonzo Drake,.killro 3117191 al
10:53pm on Robbins Rd.• Jlart"est, AL. ;
Next time your friend insists on '·
dm'inif drunk, do whatC\'Cr it takes lD
stDp him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?
fRl[NDS DON I L£1 fRl[~0S DRIVE DRUNK

'The mst of e,ch course Is Sl3 for SIUC
srudcnts. Sl5 for sruc &cully 2nd .uff.
,nd $17 for mombcrs of the connnunil)',
plus supplies. unlas odierwlsc noted.
Pinc Book Case
Thur..wys. 6 p.m. • 9 p.m.
Sc<s1on II: October 20
SIIJC Student
S55
SIIJC F2cully/SUff S57
Convnunity
S(,Q

,,Basic Clay

JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.'

ADULT ONE-DAY
AND lWO-DAY GASSES

l\JC!W)'I, 6 p.m. • 8 p.m.
October 18 • November 15
SIUC Studenl
$46
SIUC Foculryr.;wf $49

communay

ss2·

HolldqQaDls
niwsdays, 6 p.m. • 8 p.m.
October 20 • November 17

Aa)-JlcPaindna. N£W
Mondays. 6 p.in. • 8 p.m.
October 24 • November 28
. <No class
21)

Nov:

NIW

MatCuUlng

•

sruc Student
uo
SlUC Focully/SUfi SIZ
Communlly
SIS

NEW

Sllbcrttn

Tu""1ay 2nd Thul'5day, 6 p.rn. • 8 p.m.

October 11 2nd 13
SlUC SltJdcnt
SlUC Focultyr.;wf
Commtmlly

.

$20
S22
$2

•

~Deslp,.-Papa-,
Tuc,day, Oc!obcr 1ll. 6 p.m. • 8 p.m.

Ga-a-lmdlaa

~l~~r:iSIUC Sludenl . .

;. · sruc Facully!Sl211'
Coawnuniiy

.

$2S
$28

$30

Caamkhtah~
NIW
Mondays, 6 p.rn. • 8 p.m. .
October 24 anc! 31
·sruc SIUdclll
' ... sruc Faculty/Slaff

.. · COmmwtlly

s20
$22
$24 ·

Tbe Crqft Sb.GP _,,,, oca,pts ..·

. .
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SIUC Homecoming:
More than a game
HOMECOMING IS MORE THAN A FOOTBALL
game: it's a tradition of getting together with friends and
celebrating another year of SIUC. It is where alumni come
back to experience the college years for one weekend. There
will be invaluable opportunities for students this weekend to
connect with other student'i and alumni. Besides all that. this is
the time to show off the school and academic unit,;.
This weekend. SIUC will be celebratinr, its annual tradition
of welcoming alumni and friends back 1ome. Even though
students have not graduated yet. they should take participate in
the activities set for this weekend.
This year commemorates 73 homecomings of past. Looking
back. times were much <liffer,:nt than now. Students are faced
with a more competitive job market than even to years ago.
Student,; not only compete against others in the nation for jobs,
but around the world. Now is the time to utilize a source for
SIUC student,;: Alumni.

ALUMNI ARE A HIDDEN RESOURCE THAT
student,; should invest in. Besides celebrating with friends at
homecoming, students could talk with alumni about their
careers and experiences out in the real world. Students could
network with alumni for possible externships and contacts for
after graduation. Networking now will provide students with a
foot in future's door and a step ahead of the competition.
Both students and alumni will h'! able to enjoy different
event,; such as the Alpha Pi Alpha fraternity's Miss Eboncss
Pageant. Alumni Association Reunion Activities' "Big Tent,"
a parade on Saturday, "Swan Lake Ballet" on Sunday plus
dif;erent college receptions throughout the weekend. But these
event,; are only a handful of what is happening this weekend.

If students really want to show their school spirit or if they
want to take a study break around 1:30 p.m. on Saturday, they
can go to McAndrew Stadium and cheer on the Saluki
football team. The Dawgs are competing against Southeast
Missouri State. and need all the fan support then can get.
Since 1987. the football team has lost on Homecoming.
Whether it was the weather or the opposing team more
aggressive than SIUC, this year might be different because of
the new leadership of head coach Shawn Watson. Watson,
who is also a SIUC alumnus. and the rest of the coaching staff
will try to bring the ,vinning tradition back into
Homecoming.
UNFORTUNATELY, STUDENTS' HOMECOMING
participation has been slowly decreasing over the years.
Students tend to think that Homecoming is only a football
game, king and queen election and a parade.
But this year. SIUC student,; need to get more involved and
show their school spirit by attending at least one of the many
events scheduled. Right now, students may not think
homecoming is important and decide not to participate; this is
almost expected. As students, we should set an example and
get into the habit of celebrating the higher education that we
received later on.

Letters to the Editor

Bike policies in need of review
I am amazed at the illogical to achieve speeds faster than a
rhetoric that surrounds some human can run, is a vehicle. I
issues.
must register a bicycle on
Ta"e campus bicycling, for campus, just like a car. Sounds
example. On one hand. we have like vehicle registration to me.
the "extreme prejudice" method
The campus and the city have
against bikers to the "whiner•• numerous operating lanes for
option of. "I'm going to tell my cars, trucks and bicycles.
folks and the Board of Trustees."
A ml'de of transportation which
Both proponents need to grow up. has it s own operating lane is a
Maybe it's time for a little critical vehicle. Even the state classifies
analysis and change.
the bicycle as a vehicle. I'm sure
With any issue, there arc you get the point. Second, ifs
usually three sides. One side, the change time- the university
other side, and the real story.
should end its double definition
The answer to bicycles versus for the bicycle. Vehicles belong
cars or/and pedestrians versus on the road or their own lanebikes seems simple to me.
period.
First. it's definition time - any
Bikes should not be allowed on
mode of transportation designed · sidewalks anywhere on campus (

including crosswalks).
For those cross-campus bike
travelers. special designated bike
lanes could provide acc.:~s
(pedestrians not allowed).
All bike racks should be placed
only where access is available
from the streets or bike lanes.
The numerous motorcycle
parking lots could be adapted for
bicycles too.As for the campus
lake path, widen it to allow both
bikes and pedestrians.
Again, using the designa1cd lane
approach. Maybe, it's time :o rule
by the exception. Safety for all
being the exception.
-Charles L. Sidell, graduate
student, Workforce Education
and Development

Clock towers symbolize tradition
To us on the ground, it would
seem that one of the clock faces
atop Pulliam Hall would ha\'C the
right time.
However. this has been untrue
for the past se\'cral years.
As an alumnus. I recently
retired and returned to live here in
Carbondale. Upon coming back. I
wanted a job on campus to keep in
contact with the student~.
After talking to various people,
I got the task of raising and
lowering the flags in the heart of
campus.
I take a lot of pride in doing 1his
and have met a lot of friendly
people over the past year.
When raising the flag daily, I
can see one of the clock faces.
After seeing the wrong time for
almost a year now. I decided to
take action, so I called on the
Chief again. He indicafed it was
one of his goals also to get the
clock running. After sharing wi1h
me 1he disappointing news about
the clocks. he asked me to check

back with him in two weeks.
over the past years. Why keep
I went back last week to talk repairing these parts? Because
with the Chief Electrician, and he they are old and no new part.~ are
reassured me that the clocks were available.
just worn out and needed a
Thus, this is the current
complete overhaul.
situation of why the clocks arc not
In fact. on this day he was going keeping the proper time. All of the
up in the clock tower to take current electricians along with the
pictures of the worn-out Physical Plant director want Yery
clockworks so they could be sent much to obtain a movement for
to different clock companies to see . the tow.er clocks to op~rate in
which company could come up synchronization with all the other
with the proper movements to clocks around campus.
make the existing clocks work. I
A great many electricians-some
asked if I could go up with him.
have retired-have had a hand in
So up i went with the guidance trying to keep those tower clocks
of two different electricians. These running over the years.
two men were very knowlFor many other alumni and
edgeable and explained and alumnae (including U-school), the
showed me the existing problems clock tower has been a symbol.
step by step.
Just as the gears are supposed
Sorry to say, 1 just couldn't move the clock hands minute-byretain all the reasons the clocks minute, lei's keep looking at the
arc unable to keep the proper time. clock with. the thought that in the
I did le.un that the' various parts near future, the clocks will all be
are noi able •to move in a clicking~ffthosc minutes with the
rhythmical fashion· due to much . greatest of ease: .,
repair work that has been done. -Ro,be,r~ :}~?/Re,ld, SIUC
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central and southern counties in
Illinois to determine shortages the
region will face in doctors, nurses
and dentists for the next century,
became a blueprint for changing
the medical education in the slate to
provide for these shortages.
John Haller, SIU vice chancellor
for academic affairs, said the
University has compiled a report
that projects a shortage of future
medical professionals given the
current rate of education and
technology in the state.
"We've laken a long, hard look at
an impending problem and devised
a long-range plan that banks on our
expertise in training rural health
care practitioners," Haller said.
According to the report contain•
ing the study and recom•
mcndations tilled Preparing for the
21st Century: Health Education
Task Force Report 1994, in the year
2000 needed health care positions
in Central and Southern Illinois
will include 50 pediatricians, 101
family doctors, 135 dentists, 122
physician assistants and thousands
more qualified medical personnel.
Haller, who headed a task force

composed of 17 health experts
from SIU campuses at Caibondale,
Edwardsville and Alton, said the
plan includes 37 recommendations
for training future health care
professionals al the college level.
Some of the recommendations
include more education for primary
medical care in rural areas and
expanding medical education
programs to train needed
professional for lacking areas.
SIU is calling for the help of
public and private institutions in the
state to develop the extra programs
needed to train these professionals.
Other recommendations said
cooperative agreements between·
medical programs at SIU.and other
colleges would not only make up
for projected shortages but would
strengthen the academic programs
uf all institutions involved.
Haller said.one ~ommc:Qdation
directly involving. S_(U "is a
cooperative effort between Lewis
and Clark Community College and
the SIU School of Dental
Medicine.
Under an agreement between the
two schools, the community

: Calendar
TODAY
COUSIN ANDY'S COFFEE
House will feature KY Hote and
Owl al 7 p.m. at St. Andrews
Episcopal Church at 402 West Mill
Street
RADIO -TV JUNIORS and
Seniors will have ma.-;s registration
meetings in the Comm. Bldg.
Rm.1046 al 10 a.m. & 3 p.m. You
must attend on of lhcsc ma:lings in
order to use Touch•Tone Registr.11ion. Freshman and Sophomores
will meet Monday in Rml046 at 8
am. or 3 p.m. Walk•irt'i will be next
week for student<; on probation.
LA MESA DE ESPANOL will
rnl.'et from 4 p.m. - 6 p.m. al Cafe
Melange. Come practice your
Spanish. All students and non-

report to the board on Sept 8, two
institutions that compete with SIUC
for state money, Northern Illinois
University and Illinois State
University, have tuition levels of
$2,600, nearly $300 more than
SIUC tuition.

'We (the board) have
to address the
question of why we
are depriving
ourselves of funds
that we need."
-Harris Rowe, BOT member
on tuition increases
"We are still substantially lower
than our counterparts," Rowe said.
Mark Kochan, SIUC student
trustee, said he supported the
increases although he has hopes
that the Illinois legislature and the
governor will find a way in the
future to shift the burden for
funding higher education from
students' shoulders.
"I am hopeful that the state will
find in its wisdom to increase
funding for higher education so we
can have less tuition increases,"
Kochan said.
"As far as the law school
increases and other increases, I still
students welcome.For details call
Tammy at 988-1846.

RUSSIAN CLUB will meet at 4
p.m. in Faner 2039. Plan T•shirt
sales. For details call Sarah at 45J.
5428.
SIU Sh.'YDIVING CLUB will hold
a skydiving demonstration from
1:30-6 p.m. at the field in front of
Brush Towers. For details call Steve
at 453-1669.
HILLEL will hold service and a
special bible study at 7:30 p.m. at
Temple Beth Jacob. For details call
Heather 549-7387.

SATURDAY
VOICFS OF HOPEWELL Choir
will host Higher Heights Christian
Choir at 5 p.m. at the Hopewell
Baptist Church. for details call Rita
al 453-6672.

4TH ANNUAL CROP WALK
will be held at I p.m. at Turfy Park
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Haller said.

William Norwood, board
member, said the report goes one
step further than the IBHE request
since it also recommends ways to
provide for the projected shortages.
"The IBHE asked us (SIU) for a
study," Norwood said.
''The report does lhat:well but it
also says these arc some solutions
to the problem.'.'
. .,
The report awaits su~ssion by
the University to IBHE. · . ' ,
SIU Chancellor James Brown
said he is optimistic that IBHE will
embrace the efforts of the
University and respond favorably
to the report's recommer.dations.

' f If

Pa.9liais -;;{~./;.

college would house its associate
degree program at the SIU. dental .?.
school campus in Alton.
,The associate's degree in
dentistry that exists at the SIUC
College of Technical Careers
would then change to a b:!chelor's
degree program.
If the recommendations in the
repon were followed by'higher
education institutions in the state,
the plan would cost $4. l million, or
about $2.17 per resident in Illinois,

TUITION, from page 1
pe;cent increase means SIUC
undergraduate and non-professional
graduate students will pay an
additional $82.50 per year, raising
tuition cost for students who enroll
in 15 credit hours 10 $2,400 next
year.
The tuition of SIUE graduate and
non-professional graduate students
will increase by $63.60, raising the
total cost to $1,842 for in•statc
students enrolled in 12 10 18 credit
hours.
Board members and University
administrntors have said the 3.5percent increa,;e is justified because
it keeps pace with rising Illinois
inna1ion.
Before the board voled lo
approve the increases. trustee
Harris Rowe said the increa,;e is not
a.,; high as it probably should have
been.
"We (the board) have to keep
reminding ourselves that even
though we like keeping tuition as
low as possible, these funds are
needed to conduct everyday
business at the University," Rowe
said.
"We have to address the question
of why we arc depriving ourselves
of funds that we need."
Rowe said although SIU is
increasing tuition for fall 1995, the
University's tuition level still is
lower than that of many other state
institutions.
According to the chancellor's
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DATE: OctoMr 14, 1994
TIME: 6:30 PM
PLACE: Dam Auditorium, Wham Rm. 105
(For information call 529-4395)

think the schools are very
affordable."
Democratic
gubernatorial
candidate Dawn Clark Netsch,
promised in September that if she is
elected governor, she will freez.e all
tuition levels at state universities.
Brown said if a freeze were to be
enacted, SIU would cooperate with
the state, but limiting tuition money
that universities can collect is not as
easy as Netsch makes 'it sound.
'7he action (of freezing tuition)
sounds very simple," Brown said.
"But whcr, you start implementing
that action, it's not so simple."
A. D. VanMeler, board chairman,
said if such a freeze were enacted,
the University would be deprived
of needed fund.,;.
"Needs don't stand still,"
VanMeter said.
Netsch has said that lacking
tuition dollars resulting from the
freeze will be made up for with
state funding.
As a result of increa~es at SIU
professional colleges, new tuition
levels will be $3,696 at the law
school, $5,200 for the dental school
and 5,640 for medical school in fall
1995.
According to a University News
Service press release, increases at
the professional schools will go
towards improving computer
technology, updating equipment
and providing need•l>ased
scholarships.
for details call Mark or Pat al 4574556.
SRC will teach techniques for
relieving lower back-pain at 10:30noon. Registration and pre-payment ·
can be done at the SRC information
desk. For details call, Heidi at 45J.
1263.
HILLEL hold a bagelgate at the
tailgate from 12-1 p.m. For details
call Heatherat549-?J87.

SUNDAY
HILLEL will show a Mel Brooks
film, call with requests, from 7-9
p.m. at the Interfaith Center. For
detailscall 549-7387.
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ru/1 menu, Carry out 8 CocMails

LUNCH BUFFET $4.45
ffOMECOMIIYG
DINNER BUFFET
.75 WEEKE/YD SPECIAL
*Sesame Chicken
*Garlic Shrimp
*Beef Broccoli
*Swcct-n•Sour Chicken
*Crab Rangoon
*Egg Rolls
*Vegetable & Fruit Bar
*Appetizing Dcsscns

30% OfF ALL DRINKS
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By Kellie Huttes
Senior Reporter
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'We don't havt3 them, (the contestants) wear-.
swimsuits, becatistf ~his isn't a meat market. n

Eleven women will take the
stage at Sluyock Auditorium Sahr·
- Brandon Shelton
day night to compete for the auwn
at the Miss Eboness pageanL
The 23rd annual pageant will be
part of SIUC's Homecoming fesWashi~gton said she has met a because there arc various awarm for
tivities.
lot of people during the past month the participants."
The theme for this year's event is and is excited about Saturday's
Shelton said five people from the
"All hail the queen: The black wo- event
Univ~ity faculty and community
man."
"Even ifl don't win, I'll still be a will judge the women on individual
Brandon Shelton, pageant coord- winner," she said.
interviews prior to the pageant and
inator, said the 11 contestants in
"Nobody walks away a loser, on overall performance.
this year's competition will be
judged on personality, performances, interviews and answers to
an impromptu question.
Roland Burris, Illinois attorney
general and SIUC Alpha Phi Alpha
alumnus, will emcee the competition.
The University's Beta Eta chapter of the Alpha Phi Alpha social
fraternity is coordinating the pagThe Golden Gauntlet is gone, the same for the Oub, Leo's,
eant. The Black Affairs Council
Miss Kitty's, the Rathole, Junior Hatchets, Stella's, Merlin's,
also helps fund the evenL
Shelton said the contestants have
and Bonapart's Retreat.
been practicing Sunday through
For a real rush take your Alumni friends to the bar that
Thursday from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. in
replaced Bonapart's Retreat.
various auditoriumi around campus.
When
people come back to the home of their memories,
He said they have been practicing
total change can be traumatic. The campus is somewhat difthe entire program each evening in
Shryock this week.
ferent, and the bar scene is totally differcnt...but nothing is
He said the pageant was estabdifferent at Fred's. The same place, music, and comfortable
lished in 1971 and began as an arumatmosphere. Relive the good times, come home to Fred's.
al event in 1972 because an African-American woman who had
been SIUC's Homecoming queen
did not receive much attention from
local media.
African Americans thought recognition should come from within
the African-American society, so
they established the pageant, he
said.
Although the contest was set up
to celebrate African-American
women, anyone may enter the ,
pageant.
The pageant will consist of a
t;~cnt competition in which contestants will dance, sing, play the
piano and present oratories, Shelton
said.
"We have a really good balance
of all talent this year," h~ said. "We
have a wide variety of dances and
songs, too."
Andre'a Washington, a sophomore in pre-nursing and contest•
ant from Chicago, said she attended
last year's pageant, became interested in the show and decided to
become a part of the program.
She said a two-day audition process took place about a month ago
to select contestants.
. W3.\hington said throughout practices, the coordinators have stressed
the importance of homework.
"When we're not on stage, we're
doing homework," she said.
"The guys (members of Alpha
Phi Alpha) help us with our work
and make sure we are keeping our
grades up."

He said the women will be wearing· evening gowns or· costumes
pertinent 10· their talent eveoL
"We don't have them wear swimsuits because this isn't a· meat market," be said. "They (the· contestants) will be judged on their talent
performances and their intellectual
abilities."
The pageant begins at 8 p.m and
will last about 2 112 hours.
··
Tickets for the event are $7 in
advance at the StudenrCenterticlcet office and $9 at the door the
evening of the performance.·
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By John Kmltta
StaffReponer
The CarbondaJe Police Department released composite sketches
Thursday of suspects in two armed
robberies reported earlier this
week.
The inspect description and type
of robt-.:ry in both crimes are similar.

The first hold-up occurred
Sunday at about 8 p.m. at Farm
Fresh, 102 S. Wall.
At 8:45 p.m. Monday, Time
Square Liquor, 1702 W. Main, wm;
robbed in a similar fashion.
In the first instance, the perpetrator displayed a semi-automatic
assault style firearm, possibly a
MAC-JO, and demanded money
from the cash register.

live the iwo instances are related.
In both cases, the suspect

Tiie·suspect took mi·undetermined amount of money and Oed
the scene.
In the Tune Square Liquor store
robbery, _the suspect did .'IOt display
a weapon but had i!is band inside
hisjacket and indicated to the cledt

·entered.the businesses prio1"to the
robbery, then confronted the clerk,
demanded money from the cash
register and tmatencd to kill the
victim.
... - ' ..•

be had a· gun. The suspect then

Anyone. having information

demanded the money from the register and fled OD foot

about the
can call 549-COPS
to make an anonymous tip or 549.

case

The amount of money taken is

Midwestern Congressman
celebrates Hispanic Month
By Stephanie Moletti
Senior Reporter
The first Hispanic U.S.
Congressman from lhe Midwesc
will address SJUC students today
during the Hispanic Heritage
Mon•1:s closing ceremonies.
Luis V. Gutierrez was elected to
the House of Representatives in
Novemher 1992 with 78 percent of
the Chicago vcte
Ileana Dominruez-Urb;in, cochairwoman of Hispanic J\fonth
Planm;,g
Committee.
said
Gutierrez was chosen to speak at
the ceremony because many S!UC
students are from the Chica<>o area
and are. familiar with hi; w01k.
"He 1s a community activist and
a dynamic individual with strongly
h"ld views:· Dominguez-Urban
said.
Paul.J Barajas-Westbrook. a
sophomore in nursing from
Chicago and a member of the
Hispanic Student Council. is introducing Gutierrez for today's ceremonies.
··1 am e,i;tremelv e,i;cited about
meeting him:· Barajas-Westbrook
said.
"He motivates me. He has the
inside scoop from Washington
about where Hispanics st;,nd in
Washington."
Barajas-Westbrook said she
,·oted for Gutierrez in the 1992
:lection because of her father's
,iews of him.
"My family holds him in very
~igh regard," Barajas-Westbrook

said.
Gutierrez stresses Ute need for
,ommunity-bac;ed economic development. tax fairness, better health
care and increased funding for education for the people of Chicago.
Since his election. he has established the "Gutierrez Community
Crops," a group of volunteers in

,

"He (Gutierrez)
motivates me. He
has the inside scoop
from Washington
about where
Hispanics stand in
Washington."

14" - 18'' i'loses............................... $14. 99 dozen
6 arranged Carnations
in basket or vase with balloons..... $10. 00

-Paula Barajas-Westbrook
Chicago dedicated to working on
community improvement.
Before his clectio,1 to Congress,
Gutierrez served on the Chicago
City Council for six years.
He was elected in I 986 in a special election mandated by the
courts to en.,;ure the opponunity for
Hisp1111ic representation.
Gutierrez wa~ a leader in efforts
for stronger ethics legislation and
new forums for citizen involvement
and input in government, according
to a repon on his political accomplishments.
He also was a leading advocate
of stronger civil rights, working for
the passage of the Chicago Human
Rights Amendments, which aided
in the prevention of discrimination
in housing and hiring based upon
sexual orientation, the report stated.
Prior to his political career,
Gutierrez served as a social worker
for the Department of Children and
Family Services in Chicago and
wa~ as a teacher in Pueno Rico.
The closing ceremonies begin at
4 p.m. in the Law School
Auditorium
A reception will follow in the
formal lounge.
Dominguez-Urban said winners
of the Hispanic Heritage Month's
essay contest will be announced at
the ceremonies.
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SIUC Police
• Jeffrey D. Martin. 21. Carbondale, reported that between 12:30 p.m. and
I p.m on Oct. 12 someone stole the detachable face plate from his car
stereo. which was in the Communication Building parking lot Value of
the fa<:e plate was set at $175.
At 4:08 p.m on Oct. 12, there was a two-ear accident on Lincoln Drive
near lot 27. Lisa J. McClure. 43. of Carl>ondale, and April S. Matthews,
25. of Marion, were involved in the accident No injuries were reported
and no citations were issued. Damage wm; estimated to be in excess of
more than $500.
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HOUSING, from page 3
ing list to grow extensively.
the meeting whether or not hetero"The genenl consensus is one or sexual, non-married couples would
two applications, not two or three have the same opportunities to live
hundred," he said.
together in married housing as
Guyon also said he did not pre- same-sex domestic partners.
diet any major problem if this According to Guyon, there are a
opportunity is offered, but the few unmarried couples living in
University would offer the proper married housing currently.
recognition.
Smith said he is glad the resolu.. Jn general, the gay, lesbian, lion passed and was not tabled to
bisexual group is not a protected the next meeting.
dass. They deserve special atten''1bat wm; unfortunately a purely
lion, and we'll provide that," he social issue, that wm;n'tgoing to go
said. "They don't deserve to be away," be said. "We should at least
treated unfairly."
be tq1.uant enough to let people live ·
The question also wa~ raised at · ·as-they want to live.1'· • • - · · • - - · - -
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Swan Lake at.SIUCBy Kellie Huttes
Senior Reporter
classic fairy talc, nearly a century old,
will 1."0me to life on stage in Shryock
Auditorium Sunday as the Richmond
Ballet company performs Swan Lake.
Karen Vanvcldhm·en, publications and public
relations manager for the ballet, said the story
premiered in Russia in 1895.
The story is aboui a young. loving couple
whose passion for each other is disturbed when
an evil sorcerer kidnap\ and casts a spell upon
the princess arid her court maidens, turning
them into swans.
Her lover must conquer the sorcerer. break the
spell and rescue her to secure a 'happily ever
after' lifestyle.
Photo Courte,y of Richmond Ballet
Accompanied by the mu\ic of Tchaikovsky,
Swan Ldke wlll be performed at Shryock more than 30 dancers will perform the ballet at 2
Auditorium Sunday at 2 and 7 p.m.
and 7 p.m. as a special event in addition to the

A

annual celebrity series.
The ·series is a presentation of nine evenL,; of
fine and performing arts for the cultural enrichment of the community and consists of ballet
and modern dance, ethnic ensembles and
Broadway musicals.
Vanvcldho,·cn said because the production rs a
full-length ballet, two area-children were hired
from local dance schools to act a,; pages to the
royal court.
.
The lead dancers in the performance, Igor
Antonov and his wife Marina Antonova, are
winners of three awards given at the 1994 USA
International Ballet Competition. They have
been with the Richmond Ballet for five years
and performed for four years with the Ukrainebased Donetsk Ballet.
Antonov is from the Ukmine and Antonova is
from RtL-;.,;ia.

Entertainment

Briefs
• Future wars: George
Luca.,; announced he will spend
next year writing screenplays
for the next 1rio or Star Wars
movies. Luca.~ said the movies
will tell the tale of what
occurred before the original trilogy. Perhaps Macaulay Culkin
would make II good Luke
Skywalker...
• Wasted on the way:
Crosby, Stills and Nash have
cancelled the last leg of 1heir
fall tour. David Crosby needs a
liver transplant His doc1ors say
lhc prognosis is good. and a
suiiable donor ha.~ hccn found.
• Norway Keys: Pianisl
Geir Henning Braalen. who
began playing al age 5. will
give a recital Monday al 8 p.m.
in Shryock. Tickers arc S IO. $5
for s1udcnL,.

see SWAN, page I 0

Focus

Father, son love

• Where's the women:
"Dealers in Young Women··
will be presen1ed again 1his
Friday. Saturday and Sunday.
The play slart.~ at 8 p.n1 .• tickers
arc S8. 54 for ,tudcnt~ and children.

of music takes
alternate routes
By Paul Eisenberg
Entertainment Editor

L

• Kiel over: The very first
concert al St Louis· Kiel Ccnlcr
is tomorrow nighl. when Billy
Joel appears. Ticket, are
S29.50. call 014) 968-1800 for
more information.

see SnLE, page IO

• Phishlng: Phish will
perform al St Louis· Fo:it theater Nov. 23. The band will play
again al Chicago's UIC Pavilion
on Nov 25. Also. look for a new
Phish album fealuring the Dude
of Life in stores at the end of
the month.

ike father, like son - at lea.\l sometim.c,.
Dernn Allman. like his father. Gregg.
i, a mu,ici::n. Unlike Gregg. who ,pcci:1l i1L·, in keyboards. the younger
Allman plays guitar. am.I docs not do what he
call, ··1hc Southern Rock thing."
'"You ju,1 1.·an't do it any belier than the
Allman Bmth.:rs:· Dc\'on said. "We've gol our
own thing going. although l"d like us to be
around a., long a.\ they ha\'e ~-en."
Devon and his band. The Dark Horses, will
play their own style of rock music at Flickcr's

Weekend jams
Today
Booby's - Caner & Connelley
(Folk Rock) 9:30 p.m .. no cover
Cousins - Nigh1hawk (Cla.,sic Rock I
9:30 p.m .. no cover
Flicker's - Droogs (Cla.\sic Rock)
9:30 p.m .• Sl cover
Hangar 9 - New World SpiriL~
(Alternarive Rock) 9:45 p.m .• S3 cover
Patty's - Smoking Popes (Punk Rock)
IO p.m., S3 cover
Pinch Penny Pub - SIUC Jazz
Ensemble. 9 p.m.. no cover
PK's - The Natives (Southern Rock)
9 p.m .• no cover

Saturday
Booby's - The Dorians (Traditional
Cehic) 9:30 p.m .. no Cover
Cousins- Abo' Remus (Blues/Reggae)
9:30 p.m., S2 cover
Flkker's -The Dark Horses (Rock)
9:30 p.m.. S2 cover
Hangar 9 - New World Spirirs
9:45 p.m., $3 cover

Pinch Penny Pub - Barooka Joe
(Allernative) 9:30 p.m.• no cover
PK's - The Natives, 9 p.m .• no cover

n.oto couitay ofartlst
Devon Allman. (second from tell) wlll play at Fllcker's Saturday night with his band,
The Dark Horses. He said his music ls a different vein than his father Gregg Allman.

• Halloween #3: BarfkoSwill Records will release
Frank Zappa"s "Civilizalion,
Phase Three" on Oct. 31
through mail order only.
Advance orders are not being
taken yel. For more information. call (818) Pumpkin.

Java Jive: House
option to Sbip
By Aleksandra Macys
Senior ~eporter
hen a group of people join together for a volunteer venture, great
things can happen and one local
group's efforts have produced a
place for all types of people to enjoy.
Cousin Andy's Coffee House, located al 402
W. Mill St. in the basement of St. Andrews
Episcopal (Anglican) Church. ha.<; been open
for a few weeks and coordinators say the community venture is going well
The not-for-profit, smoke-free, alcohol-free
listening room opens at 7 p.m. every Friday
with music beginning about 7:30 p.m.
Vern Crawford, one of the coordinators,
came up with the idea after a place called
Uncle Calvin's was opened in his hometown of
Dallas. He said the place was called Uncle
Calvin's to identify it with a Presbyterian
church as Cousin Andy's identifies with St.
Andrew's.
"I moved here about five years ago, and I
thought this was something c;:arbondale needed," he said.
Crawford said along with Jane Reh, a local

W

musician and co-work~r. he staned planning the idea more than a year ago.
"We presented the idea to the inter-church
council and offered the idea to all the churches," Crawford said. "We looked at those who
offered and St. Andrew's lit the bill."
He said because the church is within walking distance from the dorms, has ample parking for those who drive, and a kitchen for coffet: and desserts, it was t.':e right place.
''The first two acts at the coffee house went
well, and people seemed lo enjoy the music
and the atmosphere," he said. "It's a place
that people can come to and hear the lyrics
that musicians have worked hard on."
"Going to the bars on the Strip and other
parts of town to hear music, you have to deal
with a smoky environment and drunk people," he said.
He said the performers love to play then:,
because they too do not have to deal with the

see CoFRE, page I 0
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'We heard from a lot of our vit:1Wers that people wanted to see things
. ~sides Bear's gam~s."
--:- KBSI Program Director Jean_<:;raham

'.

.· · - .

~:~

on why a movie was pl~

:jnsteac/ of ti)~ Bears game last Sunday.

Brad}' Campbell, assistant
manager of Disc Jockey
Records. top fi1·e fa,-orite ne"'
bands:
I. Super suckers - "I
like them because they rock."
2. The Reverend
Horton Heal - "I like them
because they rock too."

Brown -

3. Junior
"It's
a return to traditional country,
not the glossed-over stuff that
comes out or Nashville nowadays."
haven't really.liked nny or their
albums, but they're great in
concert - they blew the other
bands away."
·

5. Spies Who Surf '1'hey're a new:surf band and
they

rocJ-.". . .'

. ·.

___________________________ ________~------------\--·---: ....
;.

For more Entertainment. see oaae IO

The List

4. White Zombie - "I

SUnday
Pinch Penny Pub - Mercy (Jazz)
9:30 p.m., no cover

• New Release5: Due our
on Tuesday, new releases from
Qucensryche. Bon Jovi, Mariah
Carey, Victoria Williams and
James with Brian Eno.
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Welcome Students • Welcome Alumni' • Welcome World
Library Resources on CWIS
~ ~e::O Morris Library from lhe Dean of Library

•· Ask Morris, tbi: Morris Librarian
• GIS Information

•
•
•
•
•

Morris Library Catalog-Illinel Online
Morris Library Hours
Morris Library Documentation
SIUC Law Library
Special CoJlections (Rare B ~ Archives & IRAD)
• Other iibrary Catalogs
• Refermce & Research Gopher Services

453-1010

Jerry Hosteller

Endowments

Mission Statement

AFRICAN-AMERICAN S1UDIES

'lmmissimdl.ilmy

BUSINESS & BANKING

Affims is k>~lhe

CHEMISTitY & RELATED
SUBJECTS

ammtnlampad
imlnmmal,RSlSth,nl

CRIMINOLOOY & CRIMINAL

rosnCE

serviccmxlsdSoolbem
lllilm Ul'.IMDty a
CadDldalc.. Libaly Affairs

FREEDOM OF 1llE PRESS

IDSJORY
lll.lNOIS HISTORY
&CULnJRE

willstmek>~ die
c:ilmmofthesa.c alll
scm111s rilhenanm am1
\Wdd. Lilnry Affairs
willESUmea 1eabship
role in poviding inleDecluaJ.

JOURNALISM&

COMMUNICATION

UBERALARTS
LIBRARY AUTOMATION
&EQUIPMENT

LlTERAl1JRE. MUSIC, &
ART

WN•c,,•iM.,DlitnDimal.

MILITARY HISIORY
(UNI'lED STA'IES)

... pbysiall aa:rss to
infmnalim resom:es.
Saviz&o IBIS~ thefust
pmtydlhelitm:y.

PHILOSOPHY
SCIENCE. ENGINEERING, &
MEDICINE

Li-brar-y \ Noun. •..•a building given over to books, periodicals, manuscripts, musical scores or otMr

literary, scientific. and sometimes artistic materials, usually kept in a convenient
order for use, study, or enjoyment. •

SPANISH LANGUAGE &
inSPANIC LINGUISTICS

D. Koch, Development

453-2516

Mor-ris Li-brar-y \ ...SEE BOXES ABOVE, BELOW, AND ALL AROUND.

ReserveslSelf.lmtruction Center

LINKS (JJhnry Information NetworKS)

Semmi In the Cenm

Class Reserve !rems

Oass Lectures on Audio Tape
Current Popular Magazines
Circulating Video Collection
Newspaper Collection
Local. National. and lnternat.ional

10 (Illinet Online)
Illinet Online provides access to SIU's
elecb'Onic catalog and to the catalogs of
800 libraries in Illinois. Researchers
c a n ~ holdings by author, title, and
subject. and journals by journal title.

'----

F.quipment in the Center
Macintosh Computers
Color Copier
Transparcnl.')' Machine

Press
Typcwrirers
Heat

Video Players

IBIS (Dlioois Bibliographic Information
Semce)
IBIS is a coUection of online dalnbases,

enabling users to retrieve references and
abstracts lo journal and magazine
articles, and educational materials.

Carousel Slide Projectors

Screen2
A. Education Index

B.ERJC
C.GeoRef

D. GovcmmentDoc:umcnts Index
E. Humanities Index
F. InfoTrac (Full &ext articles)
G. Ubmy Literature
H. Medline Profemooal
I. Ml.A lntematiooal Bibliogmpby-Literatme

Film Projectors

CARL UnCower (CurrentJournal lndts)
CARL Uncover ls an Index to the
tables of contents for over 14,000
magazine and journal titles from 1988 to
the present.

Sami3
·A Philosopher's Index
B.PsycLit
Psycl.it Tutorial

c.

D. Social Sciences Index

E. Sociofile
F. Ulridl's Plus
.
G. Uniled Nalioos Documem halex

Morris Library - Wheire 'Ql~-)j)JJ.ie Is "' Now_.
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STYLE, froDI. page 8
The Dark Horses are from St.
Saturday.
Toe band's music, says Allman, Louis, and have played some
is a blend of many different styles bigger gigs there.
They have opened up for the
and inOuenccs.
"We have innueoces from all Scorpions, which Allman said was
ends of the musical spectrum," a successful event despite the
Allman said. "People tell me we different st·les of the two bands.
"We got a great response," he
sound like certain oonds, but it's so
· said. "We were expecting a few
many different bands.
"That's what tells me we have boos, but we rocked them."
The band also performed at
our own style. All our songs arc
completely different from each several HORDE shows in and
around the Heartland area
other."
"They were cool, my dad was
Allman began playing guitar 10
years ago, and started singing five h311ging out watching us, Cheryl
years ago. He Is self-taught at both Crow was checking us out, and
they were not walking away," he
disciplines.

said. "It was quite a rush."
In addition to his gigs with the
Dark Horses, Allman has played
with the Allman Brothers Band,
several times
'' ·: ',.,.
"It's always been·:UC sittlrig,iri ··
with his band," Allman said. "but I
hope my dad will be sitting in with
us s o ~ soon."
So will that happen here in
Carbondale?
"Probably noc. He's a busy man.
We'll probably have to be in the
same city al the same time."
The Dark:_Horses will perform al
Fliclcers on Saturday at 9:30 p.m.
There is a $2 cover charge •

lf:BliO·s:;~
l
-

CORE£, froDI page 8
bar scene.
"It's refreshing because at the
end of the night everyone sticks
around to help put chairs and
tables away - even the musicians
help out." Reh ~aid.
Musicians play for the cover
charge which will usually be about
$3. Well-behaved children under
12 years old will be allow1..-d in for

free and there is a separate room
with activities such as drawing and
reading for them.
'This is not a place to bring kids
per se, but it is an appropriate
setting for them." he said.
The coffee house will feature
Ky Hote and Owl folk music this
week and Banjovi, a blui:grass
band and Alice and Albert, folk

singers, next week. Future acts
will include bands such as Carter
and Connelly, Andrea Stader, Ken
Gaines and The Billy's, among a
few.
Those who want · more
information about future acts or :
would like to participate in the
efforts can call Crawford or Reh al
529-3533.

SWAN, from page 8
She said this is the company's
first Midwestern tour. Bob Cerchia.
director of Shryock Auditorium,
said he tries to incorpornle a mi,i; of

contemporary and story ballets
throughout the celebrity series and
special events because the two
appeal to different audiences.

In addition to Swan L:ike, the
Illinois Symphony and the
Mantovani Orchestra and Chorus
will appear later this semester.

Moranis, O'Neill play rival coaches,
brothers in Peewee football flick
By John Anderson
Newsday
Football is forever, apparently, as
are bad sports, overly competitive
parents chewing up the sidelines,
and pretty girls in dirty jerseys who
suddenly discover boys. And while
we're contemplating the verities,
Ed O'Neill is always going to be
cast as Al Bundy, and Rick
Moranis as a good-na!Ured nebbish.
But while all these things may be
true, ''Little Giants" proves it's all a
question of degrees - a game of
inches, separating the truly bad
sports movie from the decent one,
and the stock characters from the
customized. Moranis, for instance,
who plays tow-truck-driving single
parent Danny O'Shay, who was the
last one picked for football. In fact
he wasn't picked at all, and it was
his own brother, Kevin (O'Neill)
doing the picking.
Football legend and Heisman
winner Kevin O'Shay's name is on
the Urbania, Ohio, watenower, on
the local park, on signs leading into
town and on a burger at the local
cafe, and it's Kevin who coaches
the local Peewee football players.
On purely sexist grounds, he
doesn't pick his own niece,
Danny's daughter Becky (Shawna
Waldron), who's known as the
lceboll and is the best player
Kevin's got. So the athletically
challenged Danny fields his own
squad.
An ethnically diverse and
physically distressed group of
whee1ers, whiners and waclcos 40-pound Todd Bosley as Jake
"The Berminator" Berman. is
particularly droll - the Little
Giants wouldn't stand a chance of
finding the field much less
winning, but this isn't the real
world. Plus, they do have the
Icebox, and Junior (Devon Sawa),.
who throws passes and catches
Becky's eye, and Nubie (Matthew
McCurley), the small blond
brainiac who devises plays with
names like "The Annexation of
Puerto Rico."
Two things separotc "Little
Giants" from, let's say, "D2," the
Migh_ty Ducks film. One is a

lunatic sense of comedy, a flair for
the totally inappropriate and
incongruous. The other is Becky.
Tom between being a cheerleader
and a player, she could be a real
inspiration for 10- and 11-year-old

girls, who are in that crisis stage of
self-confidence. She's as good or
better than any of the boys, she
stands up for herself, and she's on
preadolescent caricature. "Littk
Giants" may play out like every
other sports movie, with heroic
music and an unlikely ending, but it
does have the Icebox, and she's
cool.

.- I

10 Pitchers
Bud, Bud Light, Michelob Light
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•Our prices are watered down, not our beer! f
111 N.
529-3808
:
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·.·APOSTAL
.· ~CENTER
Washin!!ton

Us

UPS Shipping-compare our low prices
International Shipping
Fax Service • Packing Supplies
Overnight Mail via:
UPS
Federal Express

•

Airborne
OHL

Authorized
Shir..ing Outlet

EJ\l.lS

Compare Our Low
Prices to the Orient

--~~~

Yamato-Carbondale's Official Representative
702 S. Illinois Ave. • Next to 710 Bookstore
9a.m.-5:30p.m. Mon.-Fri.
549-1300
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An SIUC graduate who went.on to become a bank '.:.
vice p_resident returned' to Carbondale this week as part •
of a program to introduce minority role models in busi- .,;
ness to the University community.
_
·
E. K. Panerson, vice president and senior corporate
banking officer for Wachovia Bank of Georgia, in
Atlanta. said what he learned a~ an undergraduate at
the University during the 1970's set him up for the
future.
··s1u prepared me extremely well for what rm
doing now." he said. "When I went to get my MBA in
·7s I "·a, prepared tt·chnically for c,·el}' course I took."'
Panerson. who earned a bachelor of science degree
Staff Photo by J. Behar
in hu,ines~ admini,tration in 1977. came back to the E.K. Patterson (left), vice president ·and
t ·nin·r,i1,- thi, ""'-'~ fnr the E\l'CUti,c m Rc,idcm·c senior banking officer for Wachovia Bank·ln
Georgia and
alumnus in business administration, and Michael Haywood, .director of
·~ u-. .
-\d!l11J11,t' .1IHlfJ
minority programs and Colle"ge of 1B·usiness
Administration Undergraduate Recruitment,
,ntroCJuce, students to sucessful corporate
minorities.
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BolJCat GoldthWait

th~ ,1udt·111,.
--in n ,·r:- ,·la,, that he speaks to\\
literal!) ha,t· 10 drag him a\\'ay frm
pcnpic.·· he ,aid ... The ,tuden
alway, a,k him for tip, and pointe
aticr class:·
Ha,·in!! earned a master's in busi
ne_,_, adr~inistration decree from th
Clark Atlanta Univer;ity Gradual
School of Business Administration in
1980. l'aner..on said business was ·
likely choice of study for him .
.. I grew up in a college town and
e,cr,onc had goals of carnin!! a college.degree:· ,;e said. --in high school
I was always n:nning an organization
or something so there wa~ no surprise
that I chose to go into business:·
After rccci\'ing his MBA. Patterson
went on to work in the management
training program of Wachovia
Bank.and worked his way up to vice
president in 1986.
--1 work for an excellent organization:· he said. --rvc really enjoyed
my experience there. I've been
afforded the opponunity to travel to
be involved in important business
ventures for the organi1.a1ion. And in
my endeavors my intent is 10 repre-.,....- ...aluiiiiiiiiiii...;iiiiiiiiiriiliii.iiiiiiii.
sent my company well."
The bank is one of the largest
banking organi1.ations in the U.S .•
with branches in Georgia and North
Carolina and more than $36 billion in
a~seK
.. We're primarily a Southeast
_regional bank," he said. "Our banks
arc located in North Carolina.
Georgia and South Carolina. but we
do busine.~s all over the country."
Although he has advanced in his
career. Patterson said he had to fight
discrimination to achieve his success.
'The worst kind of discrimination
has been when they didn't know that
they were discriminating," he said.
Patterson said prejudice becomes a
problem for minorities when people
don't know they can do something
and fail to give them a chance to
prove themselves.
"I think if the institutions continue
to look for good people they'll find
them," he said. "But we have to do a
good job of earnestly pounding the
pavement and get into good entrylevel jobs in numbers. You just have
to keep going and knock those hurdles down."
Patterson said clear career objectives, internships, studying hard and
being prepared forjob interviews is.'
the key to starting a successful career
for business stml:nts.

8:00 pm _Friday Nov. 4th, 1994
- Shry9(k Auditorium
Reserved Seat Tickets on Sale NOW!
- $10 SIUC students w /ID *
- $14 General Public
*One student ticket per ID
Tickets on Sale at :
Student Central Ticket Office
. Discount Den .

-2:: , .,'. ·~-

Disk )pcker,-,
,t;, •
•
No Cameras or Record~ ~~Aliov..ecfit~ .. , -,,~

Sponsored by $PC _l;!:xp~ssive.Affe :':;_,\].,Super 8 Motel, Michael's·FJowers~ Blue"!,tar Lilies ~ousine'

for.mo~ -w{e>,-call~~3393 ·"

Bobcata~l!=!~ttrti:~P!f:ictable

REDEEM THESE COUPONS FOR GREAT SAVINGS!

•
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Although many student,; are
unaware of the hip-hop culture at
SIUC. The Reciprocal is a music
group that wants to keep it real for
true hip-hop fans.
The Reciprocal consists of
Lashaun Jackson. commonly
known as Sa'el Abadon; Omar
Moore; and Corey McElwee.
Jackson and Moore, both 21, are
SIUC seniors in psychology.
McElwee is Moore's cousin and
currently lives in Chicago.
The Reciprocal is looking to sign
with a major label and have been
interested in raTJ music since the
music of Africa Bambaataa and the
Sugar Hill Gang.
The group's music is jazz.
oriented with kicks of bass and
free-flowing chants.
Jackson said that in order to truly
understand their music you liave to
get into their state of mlnd.
"As you vibe off of the groove
and beat. you get the message."
Jackson said.
Jackson said their music is about
the pure essence of having a good
time and expressing your mind.
"Our lyrics arc esoteric - there
is a hidden meaning in our lyrics."
Jackson said.
Moore and Jackson met during
their freshman year at SIUC. when
they lived on the same noor in
Neely Hall.
Slaff Photo by Mlc:hael J. Desist!
They found they had a mutual Members of the rap group, "The Reciprocals," Omar Moore
interest in hip-hop music. Moore and Sa'el Abadon's lyrics promote good, positive times.
had already performed on demo
Moore said they approach their ~igned to a record label.
tapes with his former group MGM
"'file Allergies are a group of
- Magnificent Graffiti Master~. work from a different angle than
other
artists.
different artists involved in hip-hop
that also consisted of current
"We don"t want 10 preach to culture,"Mooresaid.
member McElwee.
Infrablak, a group in the
;.,dcson did not get serious about listeners, because it only drives
people
towards what you are Allergies, is currer''.y on a college
his music until his freshman year at
preaching against." Moore said.
tour.
SIUC.
He said he docs not want to
A subgroup of the Alle:gics for
"I had been messing around but
finally got serious about it:• depict himself as superior by telling members in Carbondale is Elcrie,
his peers not to drink or use drugs.
which is circle spelled backwards.
Jackson said.
'"That's not what we're about."
Previous Hip-Hop groups who
""We hooked up and worked on
the music and when \l'e finished. Moore said. He said recently. many anended SIUC were C.R.O.W.N.S.
rap artists are preaching because of and
Figure
of
Speech.
the response was good.··
They decided to start their group all the nonsense going on in the C.R.O.W.N.S. was the opening act
black community.
for A Tribe Called Quest wht-.n they
inl992.
The Reciprocal insists on being performed at Shryock Auditorium
The Reciprocal decided to use
Moore's former engineer, Ronnie identified as hip-hop artist~. nol rap in 1992. Both C.R.O.W.N.S. and
Figure of Speech left school to
Hicks to produce the tracks in the artists.
"Rap is a business that is only out pursue their musical careers.
studio. They were not satisfied with
for
profit.
whatever
sells
is
good."
The Reciprocal agree that they
their first demo.
will not make the mistake of
""It was cool, but it wasn't us," Jackson said.
"'Hip-Hop stays true. If we make dropping out of college.
Moore said. Both agreed their first
"If we don't have security. we're
demo had no direction and money, great, but we're not going
portrayed the group in the wrong to change our style lo make a not goi~g I«?_~ the c~ce of not
way.
dollar."
succeedmg;· ~ackson satd.
Their currently unreleased demo,
The Reciprocal is one of six
"Confidence and intelligence are
titled Da Undafyned. is catching the groups in the Allergies, a hip-hop the keys to success," Jackson said.
eye of some major labels such as Society/Family with six groups
Moore said he believes that hipJive and MCA. It was produced, Da'iCd in Chicago. Not.all members hop will remain a vital force in the
arrangr:d and wrincn by the artists.
of the Allergies are seeking to be music industry for years to come.
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Music, theater departments unite;
present Hansel and Gretel takeoff
By Paul Eisenberg

oi Opera on Wheds. a program
When the children find out about
sponsored by the Marjorie the stepmother's plan, they hope to
Lawrence Theater.
win ~oney on the riverbo;it and
Ha[\sel and Gretel. the Grimm
He said the updated Hansel and return to help their father.
fairy tale of old, now has a Gretel story was performed in
During the prodilction,.Hansel
counterpart in Southern lilinois.
Shryock Auditorium as part of the and Gretel Jose their money, the
The Marjorie Lawrence Opera Arts in Education Festival,and will Mississippi river floods·and they
Theater, an SIUC opera group, · tour Southern arid Centml Illinois.
Jose their way home, iind meet up
pre.,;ented an updated and localized
The plot of "Hansel .:t1d Gretel in with this version's witch, in the
version of the stmy Wednesday.
Illinois" basically follows the formofadrugdealer. ··
Tim Fin" .;!irector of the theater, original Griinm storyline, with a
The drug dealer tries to get the ·
said thelr version was written by
Geryll Robinson, an SIUC ph,y- fe~:~(=~~el's father is an children hooked on drugs; and they ..
wrighting student, and some of the unemployed coal miner, and.the must find a way to'foil the'deaier ·.
music wa~ wrinen by Scon Krejci, wicked stepmother spends what and_ find a way t_o retujn_to'9tefr>
little money the family has on frumly.
' · c: .· ..
an SIUC music student
Fink said he thought the .:
"What makes this event so makeup and clothes.
The stepmother, unv•illing 10 use audiences enjoyed_the show.. .. .. .• . ;
special and unique is that ii is a
collaboration between the music the family's sparse ir1come. to . ~•11 b! f~. ~x~ceded i:ny ex~c~. · , ... -~- ... , ·; · ,
department and the theater support the children, wants to , tations, be said.
department." Fink said.
abandon· them on a riverboat,.
~•!t_$dfri very ~ell:, Yfe:~t,d.~~~
soriiethinjf different next year.'!.' .• ;,·:-~
t-1nk said the production is part casino.
::..,..:--_ .-::.o ~..~.~--,::~,~-, ,J, ../~:~ •.,.:·;.-_~~<>~; •.:;;.·:.; ,:,~-t.
Entertainment Ecfrtor

1.aao.371-5340
(Olrrmerlts,C>.JEb-s,aCcn:ars)
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Hot topic: Carbondale firefighters •r.••··••111••-•y••---------,
Buy 2 -Medium .• - Receive One
:

teach parents survival techniques =
By Connie Fritsche
Staff Reporter
-In order to get a tough message
out lo parents, Carbondale Assistant Fire OJief Hally Threlkeld asked
them an even tougher question.
"What do you do when you wake
up at 3 a.m. to the sound of your
smoke detector - when you stand
up you 're hit by a wall of smoke and
a blast of searing heat that knocks
you to your knees - things are falling down around you and you hear
family members saeaming?"
Part of the Parents In To.
program entitled "Plan To Get Out
Alive: Parents' Responsibility for
Fire Safety,tt Threlkeld spoke to
parents WednesJay night about
how important fire safety is and
how it can affect every family.
The program, however, mostly
sidestepped fire prevention, focusing instead on fire survivi,L
Threlkeld said the most important thing to have in case of a fire is
an escape plan. When a fire occurs,
it i5 alrea-Jy too late to devise one.
He sairl teaching fire education
can be frustrating because at times
it seems no one is lister.ir.g.

"We keep preaching plans, but
people are still dyiog,".he ~ 'Toe
misconception is that it is IX>l going
to happen to me, but it does. It
happens to you. It
It
happens to him. It happens to all of

happem tome:

us."
Carbondale firefighter Brian
"Rusty" Rice said it is difficult to
make people attend fire safety programs because Americans are reactive rather than proactive.
Rice, a graduate student in health
education at SJUC, said be is basing his master's thesis on fire education in schools.
"There are sixteen states that
include fire safety in their ooucalion program - Illinois is rnn one
of them." he said. '1 would like to
change thaL Frre safety is just as
important as math - it will save
your life."
He said his interest in fire education increased with the Pyramid
apartment fire in December 1992.

Five international studeols died in 1he
blaze, which still is being investigaled

by Carb-JOdale officials.
In addition to discussing fire survival, the fire safety program featured a video giving information on

2 Topping

I

Pizzas
_ for

:

•
•~

speak to

By Connie Fritsche

According to the film, unlike
fires portrayed in the movies, in a
real fire, everything is blade. and a

Although many people believe
they could escape their home if it
caught fire, infonnatioo from a safety device company suggests ideas
from movies provide miscoocepti ons and foster .! false sense of
security in a fire.
According to a film put out by
First Alert and the McDonald's
corporation, people need to know
four facts in order to escape a fire:
• Frre is not light - you cannot
see in a fiery ~ituatioo.
• Smoke and gas, not flames,
will kill you.
• lbe heat in a fire can kill you.
• You have no time to escape a
burning building.

practiced escape route is the only defense a person bas against the dark.
This year in the United States
60,000 people will be injured in a
fire and 6,000 will die from the
injuries, according to the film
Toxic gases produced by the fire
and burning materials can asphyxiate a person in minutes. A sleeping
person will not smell smoke, and
the gases may act like an
anaesthetic and put a victim into a
very deep sleep. The first line of
defense in this situation is a smoke
detector.
In a burning building, while the
temperature on the ground may be
90 degrees, the ~ at a per-

I

said.
Carpenter, an Alpha Tuu Omega
member, said after the game and a
social with alumni, be plans to go
to dinner at Giant City Lodge and
enjoy the dance in the A10 house
basement
Nadine Lucas, administrative aid

When you buy one for
$3.99

~•, - .
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•
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dreo
about fire safety
and displayed
his firefighting
equipmeoL·
Rice··_:
said talking to the children offirs an , ·'
opportunity to familiarize-the/ f'

=

available 11 :30 -1:30
Monday- Fnday
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person for Parents· tn Touch, said
the group does a number of programs throughout the year, ranging
from child behavior problems to
talking to kick about sex. The programs are aimed at parents wilh children of any age. She said the organization is planning a Saturday
mini-conference in February that
will cover a number of topics.

·

·

·

·

·

ffllffl

Wednesday, October 26

Clinics:
October 18,19,20,24,25
6-9pm
SIU Arena

son's head level can reach over 600
degrees.
1be heat from a fire can bum a
person's lungs, meaning safety from
the heat can only be found close to

• Must attend Octob~r 25 to tryout

the floor.
According to the film,_the most
important fact to remember is· that
in a fire, there is no time. Most people who die in fires do so in the first
five minutes of the fire.
That i.s why it is so important to
have an escape plan.
The best firefighting device is a
dooc A closed door can put a fire at ,
bay and provide the extta moments
needed for an escape.
Another strongly recommended
device is the smoke detector. A detector must be kept in working <inler

and checked periodically.

_Congratulations

to -

AXA

GREEK NlGHT WINNERS

HOMECOMING, from page 1 - She said the sorority members
host a brunch every year for their
sisters, who are &ilowed to stay at
the house.
'1t's a chance for the newer girls
to get to know all the other members
and a chance for the alumni to come
back home," McGrew said "It's sort
of a 'welcome back home' type of
thing."
Christine Sokolowski, a senior in
advenising from Chilicothee and ,
Homecoming queen candidate, said
she is a little nervous about Sablrday's announcement of king and
queen.
"It gets a little more exciting .
every day," she said. "I have peoplr.
I don't even know coming up and
1elling me good luck - I didn't
think a lot of students took the time
to notice (the candidates)."
Heather Greeting. a sophomore •
in speech rommunications from
Jerseyville and queen candidate,
said she also is nervous and
anxious about the announcement
"I've been having a real good
time just talking to people all
week," she said. "I've just been
taking it day by day."
Greeting said she will attend the
tailgate and game, where she hopes
to see the first Saluki win of the
season this weekend.
Shane Carpenter, a senior in
marketing from Springfi:.:ld and
king candidate representing the
Inter-Fraternity r.,ouncil, said be is
honored to be nominated.
"I'm a little neivoos,.but excited
to be representing ~ students and
a University of this siu,"Carpenter

. for 99¢

oolyspeakstolcids.
:, · I,
,~>
I
. .
He said it was imperative that :, :
Carbondale
parents go home and teach._what
'- location only
Carboooale.& Mu_rphYs_boro
I
th J ~ from, ttie meett~g, to 1 ~
Coupon required
Locations Oilly
their children, because all the talk
. : - .- .
,
I
~lllq,i'a!
inthewoddwouJdootbeJpifcbil- I :Ollmiy
c. -o.,i I
dreo did not see supportive bebav- I 4!17-4243 _
_
4!17~12 _
iorin the home.
I ~~
•
:n.~ orr~s
1
In another pan of the program, ~ - ,
-_____ . .
• ··
,...
another firefighter spoke to chi)- :------ 111 ••••~-~ 1111111 • - • • • • • • • • • • •

Film disputes common fire myths
Staff Reporter

Buffet

•

·, , ,
·
a=~r;:t~~~-~
,
•
;
:_:::.~s'•£nftn,
parents tieciiuse usua111. . : ,
': 1·. Ill~
fire eSCIIJ>I: plans and a hands-on
d e ~ ~ ~t~ ~-~ ~f

Lunch

for the SJUC Alumni Association,
said-she is excited aboot all of the.
alumni coming home to participate
in activities and meetings the
association bas planned.
She said the association bas bales
of bay to put on the ground of the
big tent if it rains this weekend.

at
SALUKI VOLLEYBALL
'Thanks_ For The Support!
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(Hurry. it won·t be here for long. l

Apply for the Discover~ Card
by November 10.
Spend $75. Get $25 back~
NO Annual Fee.
Look for applications and certificates on campus.
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HUBBARD, from page 1
thinking small," Hubbard said.
"We're starting with getting groupings of alumni (and) looking for
segments to work on, so we can
better serve their needs.
Hubbard said she hopes strengthening the cbapterS also will help
alumni to appreciate what they
receive.i from the university.
An extern program the association sponsors is one way for alumni
to open doors to students in the
professional world while sharing
information about the University to
prospective students, Hubbard said
"It's networking; all without
touching your pocketbook," she
said.
Hubbard's second goal is to

an Honor Loan
Emergency Fund, (HELP) for stu•
dents.
1be program bas been discussed
with the executive board and a
woddng proposal has been draftal,
she said
-.
-' ··, .She said emergency .is defilied
broadly in the program as a just,
identified need.

establish

doc:5

Ed Buerger, executive director of
~ she am to better the
the association, said Hubbard is . Umv~ty.
-_. _ _. .. ,__
_ . '.,
one of the _ most eloquent
Bueiger said Hubbiud was "elY
spokespersons or the association, dynamic
board member and as
and . is extremel}Uoyat to"; the :~den(.sbe.is vitaUo what is·
University. t'.";.:-:~ •
·, : ,; ;; .;._ :-::."'
00
"She takes great ·p_ride-,in. bi;r
degree from SIU," Buerger said ,.'. Her· professional _and. civic
"She is one of those alumna who achievements ~
her many

as a

-=t:t=tt~t
won

honors and much recognition.
.
Her honors include: Who's Who
in BlacllAmerica;-Ebo.ny's .100
Most -Inftoenlial Black "Americans•
lbeAltbea T; L Simmons Award of
tiie NAACP; Blackbook's_ Black
Business :Woman of the Year; and
lheBlack,Woman-Hall of Fame
Award....
.

She said now she is trying to
help the board Ullderstand that this
is something which would be of
value to students.
Greg Scott, assistant director of
public and alumni relations for the
association, said Hubbard is the
type of person one instantly
resp.!Cts.

Communication issues
debated in symposium

William Elliott. associate dean of

a.m.
Toe discussion, moderated by
Paddon, will address how the rights
affect cer1ain departments at SIUC.
Representatives from Morris
Library, the College of Liberal
Arts, the School of Medicine and
the Office of Research and
Development also will express how
tlte rights impact their departments.
Shifley also will speak at the discussion.
Bliotl said intellectual property
right~ are an especially significant
topic for the college and the
University.
"The copyright area is a concern
of many in this college. These are
issues Iha! have become central particularly the ease of borrowing,
editing and distributing the work of
others electronically," be said
A second discussion, at l p.m.,
will look at industries' views of
how rapid advancement in technology has affected them.
The discussion at McLeod
Theater will feature Larry Drulh,
manager of On Line Services, an

the
College
of
Mass
Communication and Media Arts,
explained the term
"Intellectual property rights
refers to anything that is copyrighted patents, trademarks, and trade
secrets," Elliott said
The keynote speaker will be
Charles W. Shifley, an attorney specializing in intellecl•Jal property
right~The symposium. which begins at
9:15 a.m., will be followed by a
panel discussion, titled "Legal
Issues and the University," a1 10:30

interactive personal-computer service developed by the Chicago
Tribune, and Larry Collett, a
researcher for the College of
Communications and Media Arts.
From 2:45 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
SIUC faculty members will give
demonstrations of bow eight recent
developments in multimedia technology work at the Studio A
Broadcasting Service.
Those who wish to attend the
symposium can register from 8
a.m. 10 9 a.m. in the McLeod
Theater lobby.

By David Vingren
Staff Reporter

Important issue!> facing the communication industry, such as intellec1ual property rights and changing technology in the media, will
11<! discusS<-'d in a s;mposium today.
SIUC students. particularly those
involved in the College of Mass
Communication and Media Arts,
will have a chance to see how these
issues affect their current schooling
and how they will possibly affect
their careers.
The symposium, entitled "The
New Media: Problems and
Opportunities," will begin with a
morning keynote and discussion at
McLeod Theater on how
intellectual property rights affect
mass-communication industries.
Intellectual property rights protect the rights of the person who
creates the material and also those
who wish to give it wide distribution, Anna Paddon, an assistant
professor in journalism, said.

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
MARCH and RALLY
Friday, Oct. 14, 6:30 p.m.
Women and men unite to protest
violence against women. ·
Meet at Interfaith Center at Grand
and Illinois Avenues (Bring your own
candles and flashlights for cluldren)
Rally at pavilion between Walnut,
Illinois, and Monroe Streets.

)

D/Mllon of Cau.'lldni E4sl&alloft
INDIVIDUAUUD LEARNING PROGRAM COURSBS
CARRY SIVC ltESIDENTIAL CltEDIT APl'LiCABUI 1VWARD A DBGREB

ILP coursa have no mrollmc:nt limill; and students can rqistcr througho14 the semester.
Students use a study guide developed by an SIUC instructor u the coune framework and
study at a_ lime and place of lheir choosing. To npter _iii u. ILP coune, oa<ampus

NEEDA
MIDSEMESTE.R
CLASS?

students Deed to bring • reptntioa form siped by their •dmor to our oll".ce Ill
Wuhin&foo Squue •c." Off-campus studeats should conblct the ILP oll"ace diredly.
We mustnui,e p11ymentof$6S peruedit bourwllm you ff&ister (Mutcrcard, Visa,
and Discover now acccptc.d). Call the lndividuatiud Leaming Program office at
536-7751 for further information.

·FALL 1994 Courses

Understanding the Weather GEA 330-3
The Socio. Perspective GEB 108-3
Intro. Amer. Govt. & Pol.GED 114-3•
Politics of Foreign Nations-GEB 250-3•
Music Understanding GEC 100-3
Problems in Philosophy .GEC 102-3 Moral Decision GEC 1 ~3
Meaning in theVisua1Arts3EC 204-3'
Elementary logic GEC 208-3
East Asian Civilization GEC ·213.3
Survey of 20th Century Art- AD 347-3
Medical Terminoiogy.AHC 105-2
Intro. to Crimina]law.AJ 310-3 ·
Appl. ofTe~h. lnfo:~A,TS 416-3 1 •
Intro. to Comput.iffAg;AGEM318-3
History' of BiologY:BI0--~15-2t
Consumer.,.P!obleif!s,CEi=~f340-3
Intro. to Electronics B:Tt,100-3
Computer Systems.Appt),.nt 224-3
Insurance RN310:.3 ..
Principles. of

Sponsored by:
Women's Safety Week, Women's Services,
and Campus Safety fee Board

INDIVIDUALIZED LF..ARNING PROGRAM

· Real Estate Appraisal RN 322-3
Small Business Financing RN 350-3t.
0 1:fospitality _&Tourism FN 202-,3 --~. Front Office Management FN 37273
Food &' Beverage Mgerrient. FN 373-3
· law of.Journalism JRNL442-31 • •• -·
:introduction to Security, LE•203-3 ·\/.:
Small BustMgement: MGMT.350-3t.>L.
SmailfBusiness Mkting. MKTG:35~3t
lnterrnediate'Algebra ~Tti_..107-3 Existential Philosophy PHll 389-3
Prirt'cjple's:of Physiofogy PHSIJ-}~9~3
Intro. to Public Admiri. POLS.~3•
Pot Sys;Ai.n~r;,S~es PQLS'.41ft3"-.r·::: •
Public Finan{Admin,-.POLS;~3~3~~• t:<~-:
Soviet Ut:'.RUSS,(65~3•'.(in,En~lish)~ ~;,•:·'}
~vietCi)'_.,RUSS;.iJ7~~1~~£11g!i_sh>-:
_Ru,s~•~Rea.1:.-Rl:J~S;~:b!l,~ghshht-r::;,,l:_
Elemen;:Spanish;SPANk140-(a,bH* ::·:::
Technical Math-JC 105ia:11~2/·, ·•·.•>; i:':

_;:;~J

Rea~~~~Jt
~N·320-3
.
'Ap~Ij.~lfhv~i~,.!~ _,_ .~!!it_::_.;_:_·_:'.~:;,,-\.*Tele~ision Course (Fall & Spring orilyf:~ · !-; :."·'..~' '-,
· ·" .· tOn:.CamJ?US students need instructors permission .
~Notrl1!vadable to on-caiyipus Pol. Sci: majors';-·•: ·-"
!2?,~~tj~i!~~e/of;~~!~~n~red,it"· ... - .
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ROLE, from page 1 - - ~ - - - - ··'"______________
~<

were democratic."
Kirkpattick, who served in the
U.N. from 1981-85, said during her
speech at Shryock tbat·the world
today is a much different place
after the collapse of communism in
the West.
"lbe Soviet people have become
their own liberators and Jed
themselves to free markets and
democracy," she said "We are still
feeling aftershocks of these great
political earthquakes."
One of these aftershocks was
Saddam Hussein, the ruler of Iraq,
who decided to make war since be

said. "This resulted in the first

the end of the Korean War."
•· ~irkpatrick. said• Bush's
coosultation with lhe U.N; started a
series of steps abat have changed
the way we aueq,t to make peace.
"What happened in Desert Storm
was war-making not P.eacekeeping," she said. "It was very

0

successfu]."

cou1d no longer rely on Soviets for
support, she said.

JGrkpatrick said Bush not only
wanted to bl,erate Kuwait but also
wanted to create a new world order.
"Oeolge Bush sought resolutions
from the security council," she

•.
inC;

She said Hussein's desire to make
war led former President George
Busbtochangethewoddorm

.,

•

country's participation in U.N
.peacekeeping efforts.
"SomaJia is a lesson in bow
complicated it is to use force to
make peace. The process is
dangerous whether you call it
peacekeeping, nation building or
restoring democracy," she said. •
Kilkpalrick ended her speech by
saying there is on1y one way to
reduce the number of wars.
"Democracy is the solution to
building stronger peace in our time
because only Democracy sets up a
structure to diffuse government
power," she said

exm:q,le of collective secmity since

"The Soviet people have become their own
liberators and led themse/ves to;iree, . '
markets.anddem§pr~cy} ·w~'.are,stillfeeling
aftershocks of these great politicaf
earthquakes.;,
,· ..·. ··:··,::::~~Kirlcpatrick

Kiltpalrick said Somalia was an
ellllq)le of what can happen when
there is a lack of coontination and
firepower and Jed many to question
the new world order and our

,~

A
(!:..

_

•

with special guests

the jim rosl! .sircus
~~::·

and

marilyn manson
r

Sat. Nov. 5, 8PM
Tickets $20
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SIU Arena South Lobby Box Office - 7:30 am
SIU Student Center, 2nd Floor
Country Fair (Carbondale)
All ar~a Disc Jockey Stores
NRM Music - Illinois Centre Mall ( Marion)
Skaggs' Electric (Harrisburg)
VF Factory Outlet Mall (West Frankfort) ·
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BOSNIA, from page::3 . -

'.~/,\\

..... ---ifirf

concentration camps in Bosnia and usro as a tool for terrorism. He said /"--:
authored, Witness to Genocide): it was his idea that women are like f'
and John Bums, formcr"Ncw York property to the Serbian soldiers, ~
Times" correspondent in Sarajevo.
and have in eITccfbccome dehu- (·
There will n1so be a poetry read- manizcd by Serbia's struggle for ·
ing to promote local awareness of expanded territory. Jensen said hispolitical and moral crises Bosnian torically, what has been happening
Muslims and Croats arc experienc- in Bosnia since 1990 is similar to
ing. Jensen and his supporters Gcnnany's pre-Hitler era. He said
passed around postage paid note propaganda efforts from each side
cards and requested meeting atten- or the war arc giving people the
dants to send notes to President impression that their neighbors arc
Clinton regarding their opinions on less human than they.
the Bosnian crisis at the groups last
"Serbians arc slitting the throats
meeting.
of Muslims in the same fashion that
Pccrbhai gave meeting attcndani.s they slaughter hogs," Jensen said.
information to consider before
Those interested in finding out
writing lcucrs to the President He more information on the collection
referred to literature he had read of money, offering volunteer serfrom 'Ms.' magazine, which vices, contributing poetry, or help
described ethnic cleansing efforts in any regard can attend a meeting
and the systematic rape of Muslim at the Inter-Faith Center (913 S.
women by Serbian soldiers.
Illinois Ave.) this Monday, Oct. 17
Pcerbhai said rape was being at7p.m.

Mon.• Wed. 11am • 1a
Thurs.• Sat. 11am. 3am
Sunday

Pinch Penny
Pub
Friday

Peel & Eat
Extra Large Shrimp
Half Pound $2.99
Full Pound $5.98

•---------

Saturday

Bazooka.
Joe
from St. Louis ,,
Saturday Di~ner Special
4pm - 9pm

10" 1 Item Pizza
~------!!$_2._9"""!"'9_ _~
Sunday

Live Jazz With

~fOC,,

..
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By Aaron Butler
Staff Reporter

"Our whole goal ls to let the .would not be a problem for the
school and• the town know how. skydivers unless the clouds were
safe and enjoyable this. sport ist too low, or it was mining.
Ryan Maddy,- ~ sophomore in
Parachutes will drift from the said Sewell. "It's reallyjust a fun
science
from
skies above Carboodale today for time, riot the death sport that computer·
.
Bolingbrook who will skydive
the first time in sevaal yr.ars, as the everybody tbinb it is." .
Sewellsaid the jumpers would'.",today, said he and tbc rest of tbc
SIU skydiving club presents its first
club have been planning this event
big event of the year in the make as many j ~ as ~ible.
"I plan to make. about. five for a Jong time, and the effort is
recreation field across from Brush
jumps," he said.: "We'll make· our finally paying off;
Towers.
"'Ibis is basically my baby," he
Steve Sewell, president of the first jump at about 1:30 p.m.~ and
skydiving club, said the purpose of just keep packing up (our said. '1t's going to be great."
Maddy said the club will hold
the event is to attract new club parachutes) and jumping, until
several activities on the ground
members and raise community around 5:30 p.m."
Sewell said an overcast sky throughout f;be afternoon, including
awareness.

a raffle, a bake sale, and a variety
ofnmsic.
"The grand prize in the raffle
will be a free skydive," he said.
"We will also ~ f f pma,·rree
movie rentals, and other services
donated by local businesses."
Sewell said he bepn skydiving
five years ago, and plans to
continue for the rm of his life.
"When 1 made my first jump, it
WlL'I so inamible, so indescribable,
that by the end of the weekend, I
had made 13 jumps, and I was
hooked,.. he said.

Also at the event will be a table
where interested students can join
the SIU skydiving club, watch
video footage of skydiving and
pick up informatioo pamphlets.
Sewell said joining the club can
make the expensive sport more
affordable to students.
"For the $10 membership fee
you get a year-long membership, as
well as discounts on skydiv~ and
equipment,.. he said.
"With a membership, the $150
skydiving class and first jump are
onlySJJO."

.,..,......

.........................
Drunk dialing nltcs,
fun flashing ifays. We love you
In many wac:fu. llappy Sweetest

Steph, Thanks for being such .a
great friend. You are a true
sweetheart. Love Marky

~le~iu~unn.

O.F. Cherry Sours + Bambas.
Pickles + Beef Sticks. You're the
only one for me. I'm Sorry
Love, Pookcs

!(.)., I know I don't show my
lru~ ll'\'lings. but you know how

:i~',:~utlt·

Also I'm going

Mall, my hopes and joys
evolve in your eyes,
Sweet 0,eeks
Crissy- You're cuter than a
speckled ~up sittin' on the

~rt~.,;,

BUG--BABY! Just a line lo tell

;~~~h~~ ~~d fit~u~~ft Love,

lb~allu-:f~roon on

n'..'.r....:

-~

· T-You have my heart. Marry me
and I'll take what you can give.
lei's grow old together. love,
Prozac

-~

-~···.

r'

Bs -~

My Sweetest Petra: I love you
more eveq1day. Hllppy
Swc,etcst Day! Love, Angel

Julie, Warm hugs and soft kisses that last forev<!T. Lrts grow
young together. Brad

GLASS: ·vou CHRIS.crossed
my he.1rt and I b<! Landon up in
low with you. lfoppincss and
happy hour! Kllte

TIIIS IS FOR JOSH SEARSThanks for mllking me feel
sp«ial. Love. The New Girl.

-~

Barry: Oh-I.a-la! Sexv buns .ind
you cook gT<'lll toof I love you
my huggy-bear!!! Dawn

LB.- I love

Erica, we've made 11· through
thick llnd thin togeth<!f! Our

C

with all of my
~~htto~:';Yif~ch! You are the

~~~~~6s;~~ni,!~~ o~IJ ~~:::':

Love • Sugarbugar

i\ri1ona. I love you, Jeff

G-Rodc, I love your sexy smile,
you tum me on. I will love you
FOREVER. Will U marry me?
Usa Mllrie

my life. There will be many
more. Love, WOFF

~~~k

-~'•·~

~o;Pfof t:e"b::Cc;;::~r

. ~~)
Amanda. you mean the world to
1
::1,n it~v~,!~y~~!'F~r~~f
Jaimr

What 1.5 soft like a furball, wild
as a wildetbellSI, and my one
true love? You! I love you hunt

Tan Man, you really are the
O.A.D, to my swret #39- you're
my one and only.
I love you! N.G5.

Mindi,

fi~i ~:e!~Ja;iy:

Thanlt You. s.1ytng yes to me
upon one knee.

De.ina,
The love I have inside of meI w.int lo give It all to you!
Forev<!T and ever. Jason

•
•

~~:~i!~Y ~~~ ~~Id! Love

Dear AL
Rubba-Rubbll
Love, Mr Bear

Martin, you're that special per·

Love Joe

~~i:!~t!lts'~~':;..:ai thfn~~tI

makes me feel a special w3y,
love you!
Your endless love

Bette Boop:
You have left me.--Breathless!
-Roadrunner

1~~onths of marriage hasn't
lcsscncd my love for you. No
regrets here. Herc's to many
more to a>me, Jeffl

Martin. lhan'b for the wonder-

, fu1 night last weekend. It w!II
not be forgotten! Luscious "T
.

Julie Ann, no matter what
h~ppcns, I will lllways love you.
From my he.art tu you. Love,
Mark

. Da!JJ,J~,,,. ,::.~Apa,tments;:c"~l

OctGber 14, 1994
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Townhouses·:

(based on r.onsecutive running dates)

1 day.......•.....91C per line. per day
3 d...,ys.••....•...•75e per line, per day
5 days............69c per flllE!, per day
10 days .........56c per rme. oer day
20 Of more.••.. 46c per lirle, r,er day

•

END OLIS OP IRWSPIIINT
87 KAWASAKI NINJA 600R, very
SJ pee n>II. Now avoiloble el the Do,1y dean, e,c cond, $2200 obo. 549·
Egyptian, Room 1259 Comrnt .. ..;cation, 9886.
Building, or call 536·33 l l, e,.,. 200.
79 YAMMlA 650, run, good, $475
obo. New 6re,, brokm & >COi.
529·1105 leo,,e menoge.

IC-~

89 klR 250cc, greatcond, $1200obo.
93 HONDA OVIC LX, 4 door, oulo, all 87 HONDA ElJTE I 50, good cond,
pow..-, bla&, exc cond. S 12,000 obo. $850 obo. 529•.4088 .
.<~9·8261
9,1 DODG-E-D-AY-Tc:-0-N-A-cE-S,-o-u-•o-, 1
bloc~. oc, 1a1, airbag, per/eel cond,
-nv,t ..,I, a.l.ing S.5000, 549-6121.

DATABYTE COMPUTERS, 3 yr
warranty, free ,el•up & delivery,
financing ovo1, 687-4459.
WANTED - USED COMl'UTERS.
386 PC', and up, Mac: lC and up
Call 549-5995.

8A11 P't'THONS. HATCHED 8/21 /9.4.

$60 eo, eoling well. Second gener.,tion
cc,ptive bred. 687-3066, As1: lor Scott
or leave"'"""!!"·

USED 29 & 30 GAIi.ON li,h tanb,
complele oel-ups, $75, lei.... meuogo.
457·5621.

l JEEP WRANGLER. New: lire,.
hau.i, bralte, & K>'1 lop.
ducocl $7000. 5'1'J !068.

THE PLACE TO

MUSTANG C.:>NVERTIBlf, $6995.
: Celebrity, !,2495. 87 Carovon,
;995. 86 Sofori mini•von, $4200. 86
,volier SI 600. 85 Mazdo 626
995 84 LTD $995. AAA Aulo
,le,. 605 N. litnoi,. 549· 1331

B•E•A•D

111111 2,:1,4 IIDllM W-:ltt. lo l ' - - - - - - - - - ~

••.ac,ou• ,u • N STUDIO
.a•r• will, large living orea,

aulc, power
erything, a/ c, am/Im cou. highway

7 FORD T•BIRD,

,le, S2200. 549•6877.

,epamte 1:ikhen ond lull bath, o/c,
laundry laci~1i.., free P"rking,
quiel, coble ovoilable, dos.a lo
CO<ll'"'• rngml on premi..,.. linccln
Vil!age Apt,, s. 51 s. ol p t Hill Ril. 549-6990.

~ NISSAN PULSAA-c-,-5,--,pd-:-,a/~c,-p,-, 1
o, red, 2nd owner, EJdra Nice, MUST ·
:ll, S 19.50 obo, 549•0296

:'~:s~:..:os1;z:,=r1·

•·:

In The University Mall

IN
U ·-•
.•••.............

.a, DO 2

IIDIIM home. do,e1o
SIU. Reduced rale. $360/rna obo. ·
• New carpel. Nice "l'P· 529·5881.
U"'1Y F04NT, 3 Bdrm, lullyremodefed,

Auto -........ All Drivers

~~-=~::!t!i
~r;::t.i
n,q. Nopo1,.Avail
549-S99I.

Short & Long

Health •.........Term
Motorcycies & Boats
Home & Mobile Homes
AYALA.

now.

16

2 BDRM FURNISHED, clean, w/d
hoc,k•up. lea,e uni~ Moy. $375/mo.

i0YOTACEUCAGS, 5,pd, am/fm

o,.., ps. pb. powc,/ wnn>af. S2895
157•3569. b e

Cc.IT Kennedy Real Ellote, 684•44d.4.

""''""9•

!;7:~v; !,'.~/~\·o~~auiG' C:::Ei,:::]
•9 BMW 7JJI. new Iron,. rodicior. &; PRE O.VNED WASHERS and drycn
~iore Good condir;c,n
All produch guoronleed Wall
~ 1850 obo CcO 684 3324
i Apptonc,.. 937• 1387
1

l9a·9 MA].DA MX·6. 5 ~-

~~~'o,)/Q:,,

a/c. am·

cond, mu\! $i]]I $4450_

986 NISSAN PVLSA~

!'-:-:~:~:x..~~..-«-:v-:.w«.«~J:;.;;~,«.<...,;~:

l l~- ~;=~:~~~~~~\

2dr. 5-,pd,l

:~{,'.;i1J~f~~.e~6 good cond,i

KENWOOD cumpononl ,y,lem, cd

:\1."lf~~~;J:;~~f•

l

tape. I yr

~AA A!JTO SALES b.iy,, trod., & ..D, i'IONEER KEH1~ ~c,," ~;,,...,. J mo
"" See u, at 605 N lit,.,;, or call old, B,C, changer controller We, SBOO
d9· I 331
now SJ.SO. 529· I I 05.
~ARS fO $ 1 001

•

vch, boats. 4·whe.lcn, molort>ome,,
mi1,,re, electronics., conprten, elc. by
1,lllS,DEA Available )<>Ur area now.
,II 1 805-9~2·8000 Eld. S-9501.

!t0USESFORRENT,2bdrm,,w/d.d/
MURPHYSBORO, ~•JGE 2 bdrm, 2

CARBONDALE GIANT CITY RD.
Roommole wan!od IO .hare forge hou,e
with three thirty-,omelhing people.
Hous.e hos central air and all
!JFPlionccs. Hou5oe sits. on 8 oaes on
private courdry _setting. deaning s.crvice and all ut~otie, included. Loolung
for fc,nole pn,fe,,ionol penon or non·
traditional ,1udent. $300 per room,
firm. Call 549 :113-4 for inlelview.

FCMA1E SUBlfASER NEEDE['I
imrncd lhru M"f I 5. 2 bdrm traile..,
S1.42.50/mo, waler • ,ewoge ind.+
la.iJ mo

1/2pnce

Call 529·3099/708-830-6738.

~d:~~;;o,:~:t.;:s;-oter&trosh

!~11
~=~=t='.~=-~=::===;: i,,~~ lH ~. lllinoi~
a

~~,
. I

dool.

a:poimnen1.

NEW 280RM APT on 514 S Woll.

2 BDRM TRAI.ER, a/c, cla,e lo con-pus,
lum, spacious living oreo, 529·5925.

~

ne,,

do.. 1o ~ . ovaiWe ,pring & NICE I 8DRMAPT, .. u111poid,dose1o
summer'95. Cal 549-0276.
2 BDRM APT on N Ookk.nd. Ill bath,

r _ _ _ _ _ _ - . . . - - -,

a:npel, heat,
;:,m~. .~~7~~I

M'BOi!O I BDRM,

GROUP DISCOUNT, lo1', work

~i;;i;~9om&12
1
noon & :30pm & 5pm on1y 1or

c/o, nol lum, na pels, w/d, carpel,
• : clean. Cal 457•76-46.

corrpu,, $365/mo. 457•4012.
u:IOK Al IIIIS .iii -1 nice,.-,

dean

I, 2. & Jbdnnsot 516S Pcplar,

2 bib from Mcni, Li>rory. 529·3581
or529-1820.

I NATIONWIDE WARRANTY
months/6.000 miles
I • Coven Parts & Labor
I • Customer "otline
1 • Complete foreign & Domestic

i •6

•

486 d.2·80 8/5-40, $1550. I GB Ilk
HD, $575.

Color pnnler 24 pin, $200.
Viewsonic 4e SVGA .28, $225.
~ : ; ~ ~ ~ e ~ f l O , $450.
OMN!Tl:CH 687•2222.

let's Make a Deal!

s~
mi 3 es~~~
Limited Offer

SUGARTREE APARTMENTS
3 LOCATIONS IN CARBONDALE AND
1 LOCATION IN MURPHYSBORO

529-4511 529-4611 549-6610

402tE. Halff
507 w. Main •2

316 Unda St.

TWO BEDROOM

5035.Ha~
SOSW.Ou

•

5115,floys
6145:logan ''
505W.Oak
402 W; W.in:n .. ·

5035.~·
514 5. Be,ffldgo •I
•407 W.,CoU,ge •S•
411 E. Fmm.an
511 S. llayo

@t
.--;..=:_,.·- . :• t:1J&::rr
Dishwashers

'<:).

HVE+ BEDROOM

A;~~:NPw!• 529·10~2

.... -4

___ ,

..... -

- • . -:- _ _ •

. - . . . . . . . . . . . --..~

.......

•Pnt-~1,2,3..,

.. ~

Call Today About· Ol!r• Specials ....

5125, llewridgo'
7JOW.Co'Bege
402 .W. Walnut .

BestSelections in Town··~

·

• Small Pets Allo"wecl
11~..NJ: • Minutes lo Campus
.. · ·
. • .•'Flexible Lease Tenns
·. . L.. · · .. • _f11in_ished or U~furnished

503S.Hi~
5075,Hi~

THREE BEDROOJ\!

·

Room.

503 s. Bnnldgo
710W.C-olego
SOOS.Ha~

404l 5. Uflh..,rsity
334 W. Walnut •7
4021- W. Walnut

Lewis
Park
~partments;

• Pool

FOUR BEDROOM

61715. l.Dgan

•

• Tennis Court
•·Weight Room

5035.lhawnlly
402l W. Walnut

61:05,Looan

I

· d'perlence tlte difference:

300 N. Oalmnd

9031.Jnd«n

. - ........................ - - .. ·-·--•·•-•••----.,..

·>':,.

903 llnla,

514 5. ~ • I
310W.C,ollege•l
-. ! I E. Fr-man
5705.Graham
5091 S. llayo
4021-E. lleslor

!'~~..I

L _R_-P.!i!,_ - - -.- -

NICE UPSTAIRS APT N hou,a, 1 or 2
i-P", 508 W College, - i n loday.
529·3581 or 529•1820.
INUPIIDIYIAIIIS dean, l or 2
bdrm, 2 bib from Rec, fum, move in
loday. 529·3581 or 529·1820.

~~¾.l?f•i,l'!~5ti!9~ d.2· !-''-,:-----...;.._----,,-,r------:----:---:---c-:--:-:1 •

l

INSURANCE

w, o/c, /own ,ervice, $500 mo,
4

1-'-"_'"la_l:l_e_now-;,_ST_·S_l2S_.---11--_;4:z:5~7:.;;-4::,1.:,:2;;,:;3~-...J

..,_ • • • • • -

OOlt Gra'nd 457~Q44
'~.
'.
.

. . . . . . · - .,_ ..

.

-

- - - - . . . - • · - · . . . . - . , . - . . . . • .... -

~

·,

•.

... - - . . ~ -

--- ...........1
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- IF ...;

..;.spo_ce_,_ca_D_83_3_•46_9_4._~---,-- 1 ~~- i~e~?ngci·e~e.J:lti
A VERY NICE 1,4 wiclo, 2 lg bdrms,
.,lie,
oir, no peh. 549-0491 or ::rdsi~!.
~j

........ ~: ..._• r::.., ...., ·~ --:,.:.:~. .

~~"efo~~

~S7•=-•

- - - - - - - - - r Nolwo<lc. E>iperienceindipperamusl.
FURNISHED TRAILERS for rent or sale Minimum 1nlry salary $2000 par
nror Comp<II. Charles Walloce, No 3 monll,, P.,u,1,,1i!y ol 3 sala,y incremes
Ro,onne Court. 457-7995.
during lirsl r.ear of employment.

GREAT OEA1l 2 bdrm, $150-$175, 3

=~:.,!i'~~f..:~~

pet,

Adminillralor, P.O. Box 530, Well

I BDRM, nicely futn, near campv,,
roo,ordile, no pet,, 457,5266,

:;"j:,'1i,!!'!t:;i~~'7.::
lalor lhan 10/21 /9.d. EOE:

tt"..!J~rci~~~;:~~~•
~!'1Tvi~~c~":~

Works! ,.

, 536·3311
-:;_· ·.•·,-,.;_._.

i:.'."t1~

corrpare: Quiel Aimo,p!,ere,
Allo,doble Rates, EicceDent locations,
No Appoinlmenl Neceisory. 1, 2, & J
bedroom homes open. Sony No Pet,

RoXOMI Mob1e Hom. Porl, 2301

,,..,

s.

I

,lllinoi1 Ave., 549-4713·· Glinon
Mob1e Home Pert, 616 E. Pa~ SI.,

,457-6405.

When you
place a
classified ad
.with the
Daily Egyptian

2 BDRM MOBIi£ HOMES c,vo,'lcble
now I Small, •quiel pork, close lo
· C0"1'•• Remorioble, wed..- & trosh,
• fum, no poi>. Serious sludenb only. 1
bdrm cpl, loo. Jadaon Renlol,, Call
457-2375, 9 am·7 pm.

C'DA!f, 1 or 2 BDRM, fu~ihed.

ale, quiet bcation, Call
529•2432 DI' 684·2663.
'\~J.• I

You're in the . '.·. Call 536-3311
right place
and place your
with the D.E.
ad today.

DISNEY/BAHAMA CRUISE 7 days,
$298 couple, 407-352-4595 e.d 5.

"'•••O.Chrl
• tJ'
a-yeti.aw

N O M I ~ PC u_.. needed.
S35,000 pa""'licil. Do!o,1,.

DU1s & divorces from $225 plus 00.i,.
Personal iniury, etc. No inilial
conwhalionlee. Poge,&woicemotl (loll
free)
(6181 325·USJ. Office 451·
5363.60. Sell 72 funny college hl•rb
· prclir $363.60. Risk-free. Choose 1118.
from 19 de.igm. Fr-, ca1alog 1-800· QUICK PRO TYPING• Rea,onoble

ra:"'~':G,.;.ir:i• :;:'!!:

~rzr;;::! :;:.Y:;:i

•fr- $225.

DUI from $225. Cor accident,, per·

sonal injurie1, general proctice.
ao 1n 1. nux,
RECEPTIONIST, tkn-Fri. Musi be avail AH-yet Law... 57°65 .. 5.
all day Tue, & Thur> 9-5, S4.25/hour
.iorting pay. 529•1082,
STIYI THI CAI DOCTOI Mobo1e
WANTED: Di.inbu1or1 in CARBON· mechani'c. He make. house coll.. TollDALE area lo MARKET the BEST free 525-8393.
ENERGY NUTRITIONAi. Supplement - - - - - - - - -

•

::::r.:.::::.-:=

fo':~:~~ \''.~7'~~~- ,me! see

~~~-

VO!.UNTEER SUPERVISOR OF 24 hour

~~:e.,',tl):o:;:~n r:=;

,.,,,;c.. field. Pn!leronce given lo 1hose
with t,perience in volunteer supervision

~~..":l:de~i1:.'::,1~=~~
wpervision ol volunlc,crs. Send reume

l

wo=:=:cllyl
•

1
~'!o':.
~;!R;j~~~~:.
ned ma!ch po,enls
cl,,1dcani.
lo

lo ln:xle

o;n,c1or, 604 e. / Coll 1i10 cl 529-4550.
College, Carbondale, IL 62901 by DAN'S MASONRY & Wo1erproofing.
Oclober 25, 1994, 5:00 pm. E.O.E.
Basemen1/louncla1ion repair specioli.i,.
Bnck, bbdc, a,ncn,te. floo,. lo.eloc!.
1o Emergency Program

937-3466.

BARTENDER WANTED femole
prelen-ed lo wor!. o1 leos1 15 hrs/wee!.,
Sot & Wed, 4.50/hr.Musl be 21.997·
2725, between 3:30 & 6pm.
PERSON EXPfRIENCED IN all ospecb
of home con>truction lo wor!. on , _
home,, lulVpo,t time, MUST be very
,hard wor!.e<. 5~9-3973 eve.

NURSERY ATTENDANT, Grace
Methodisl Church, C'dole. Malure,

:;tk!~::,~;:n--=:i:!~
ond Wed oYe choir prod;ce. CoU 457 8785
DOMINO'S P1ZZA IS NOW HIRING

oo\ide per>onnel. Awlr in per,on aher
J pr., 616 E. Wolnul, Easrgare
ShoppngCenter

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

BUY & SELL LADIES' & MEN'S

aornlNG. Clo.el b dose1 Fo.hioni.
3 mi South 51. 549·5087.
BUY • SB.1 • TRADE • APPRAISE
9UDAU.CAIIDS
OiD • NEW· Sl'ECIAI.TY ITEMS
HUGE SEIECTION • BEST PRlCE5
$$ INSTAIII CUN U
WANTID10 UY
GOlO • SILVER • DIAMONDS •
COINS
JEWBRY ·OID TOYS· WATOiES
ANTTIIINO OF YALUIII
J&JCOINS
821 S. Ill AVE 457-683 I.

ent
wP, ·
Sp~ 94 s~1nester

lbr

Jf

't
Altaf:Meroh__

Scott,Moultom-c'"'3:5

And 'NobleF 3.2
. YWi•wnwc
3• I
Tnn
iggS,1,.
Brandon SlEven 3.0
crajglrranlit\ 3.0

Student Supervisor
• Prefer Accounting Major
• Computer Experience Necessary

Hunting
for
cash
values?

+ Solid Work Block Preferred

•• Application
Ei~!~*!~~3:a'!f~~
~!1lf:~ru~a~11
Deadline: October 24th

•

______

PART-TIME IAUNDROMAT attendanr,
fle.,1,1., 20 houn or le.. Coll S49·
1898. Bo-12 noon

'PHOTOGRAPHERS/PART-TIME toking
Parly Pies cl conege porlie,
SS.00 lo S10.00 pe< hour

Mu~ have 35mm manual camera and
lran,portation. CoD KASANCE Pholo
Se.vice, 800-875-8084.
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Stefan Galanos 4.0

Scott Stonebreaker 3.0
Todd Adams 3.0
Jon Hopkins 3.0
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ach

Da\1d, Grunwilldt3.0
Larry Creaden 3.0
Ryan Garth
3.0

occidenls, stp and fol,, and o1her
per>0nol injury based upon recovery.
Troflic ond criminal mallor>. Licen...cl in
IL and MO. lniliol conwhation free.

CIUISI SHIPS HlltlNO · Eom up
lo S2,000+/mo. on Crui.e Shi!" or
Lend-Tour can-pories. Sea,onal & FullTime en-playmenl ovoilable. No exp
neceucry. For information
call 1-206-634-0468 exl. C57 422.
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Chad Hendricks 3.8
Chrts Kuenle 3.65

CALL
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A-yeti.aw
806 W. Main, C'dale. 529-3456
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SING LE SLICES by Peter Kohlsaal

Shoe

Calvin and Hobbes

by Jeff MacNelly

by Bill Watterson
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ACROSS
1 ltalionreso•
Scio.emment
sufl.
10 Greek peak
1' POf$ia.lOday
15 Snicker
16 Mafflain
17 •Aben•mr
20 Ba!W<>Od
21 Broodol
phe,,$aot1
22 Soapingredoenl
23Div•·•so.-,g

251les«mded
2.B Sot. e.g
31 Edwa'1! Jam...
33 Su!J~.arine
34 Accomplished

35 Atlllonol
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ROAD·.:l:lilP,A.from~page:~24~~~.~··,--.-.. . -,the Lady Braves face Drake and
N~~:n~;:t!~a:::1! at the
Loyola Inv1tat1onal last.:_wcekend,
Bradl~put three players_~ the 10player ~Houmament.t~am. Joy
Osten~. Cindy Novak_ and Ange
Martin received the honors.
Indiana State is tied with Bradley
for fourth place in the Valley, and
faces Drake and Northern Iowa this
week~nd. . The Sycamores are led
by T1shara Jespersen, "".ho_ was
named to the Loyola lnv1tatto~al
all-tournament team after ~ n g
ll. servi_ceS ace~ athgainfirstst_S~~~ft
M1SSOUJJ tate ID e
,uwN o
the tourney.
· Drake posted it_S firs!•ever win
over Southwest M1ssoun OcL 7 on
its way to tie the Bulldog's best
reco~ for lea~ wins since 1985.
Jumor <:Jmsuc Voge~gesang ~ad
a season-high four semce aces ID a
four game win over Tulsa last
weekend.
Wichita State is 6-3 in three
game malches, but only 2-6 when
the Shocke.-s go over four. Junior
Angle Hallagin averaged 4 kills
and 2.83 digs per game in two
matches last week.
Southwest Missouri State's Janell
Shamel had 39 assists against
Drake last week to boost her career
total to 2,021 to place her as the
fourth VolleyBear to go over the
2.000 career assist mark. In a
match al Northern Iowa, Shamel
marked up 35 more assists to move
her into third place on the SMSU
all-time assist chart.
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Soun:a: Women's Sports Info

Creighton's Megan Waldren had
season-highs in a win over
Evansville last week with 19 kills
and a .44: attack percentage.
Against SIUC the next day,
Waldren had nine kills and a .368
attack percentage.
Evansville adds another piayer to
the disabled list a~ middle blocker
Deena Silke suffered a stress
fracture in her right ankle.
Vicki Spahn. the Lady Ace's
bright spot, ~orded a career-high

Hickory Ridge

0-11

1iMlok,ts of Championship Public Golf
Practice/Driving Range

Open Year Round

by Jenniler Rora,, Daily Egyptian

26 kills against Creighton.
Tulsa, who lost to Southwest
Missouri Oct. tt, continues to
bring up to the. rear in the
conference. 1be Golden Hurricane
is led by a pair of freshmen who
had career-high perfonnances in a
four,game loss at Drake Oct. 8.
Ashleigh Hagerty got her careerhigh 11 digs, and Heather Slocum
had her high numbers in kills with
13 and attempts with 28 in the loss
to the Bulldogs.
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GRIDDERS, from page 2 4 - "SEMO is having a great year • - • - - - - - - - this year," he said. "They're getting '7he Southern Illinois
turnovers and converting them into
points and their tailback is about as game is a backyard
talented as anyone we've faced. He
• /
h
(Kelvin Anderson) can just hit a f/Va ,Y ~ ere YOU can
gear. and he's gone:·
throw out the records.
In SIUC"s last game with SEMO.
which the Dawgs won 44-35. / know they haven't
Anderson put together one of the won a game, but thev
finest perfonnances of his career.
J
The 5'9". 195-pound senior will play hard and
rushed for 167 yards on 11 carries
and scored four touchdowns in the they will play with
Indians' 1992 losing effort. great enthusiasm on
Anderson also had 63 yards
receiving in the game and is rated their homecoming."
as one of the nation's top backs
-SEMO head coach
eligible for next year's NFL draft
John Mumford
according
combine. to the National scouting
In order for SIUC to slow down
Anderson. the defense will have to
get another strong performance
from its linebacking uniL
Last week against Indiana State.
Saluki outside linebacker Tony
Seman recorded 16 tackles. while
teammates Tommy Anderson and
Brian Trnnchitella each racked up
10 a piece.
Wa&in said the SJUC linebacking
con: ha., Ix-en consistent all year and
will be a key to containing the
SEMO running auack.

•--••••----•
"fhe whole core has done a great
job and Scott Whittier (SIUC
linebacker coach) has done a great
job working with them," he said. •·
SIUC has struggled offensively
in each of its last three games after
a solid opening day performance
against lcnnessee-Manin.
Saluki QB Dave Pierson had
trouble getting the ball 10 his wide
n:ceivers against Indiana Staie. but
the tight end duo of Dave Smith
and Michigan transfer Damon
Jones continues to be SJUC's main

0ffensive weapon.
"Right now we're doing a good
job at getting the ball in their
(Smith, Jones) hands," Watson
said.
The Salukis are 38-32-2 during
the 73 year traditional homecoming
game.
Mumford said bringing his
SEMO team to Carbondale from
Cape Girardeau, Mo .. is a chance to
create a good rivalry between two
schools so close together.
"The Southern Illinois game is a
backyard rivalry where you can
throw out the records," he said. "I
know they haven't won a game, but
they will play hard and they will
play with great enthusiasm on their

Call 618-529-4386 for More lnfonnation
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The Saluki women's head coach.
Don DeNoon said Steele, who also
missed their last meet at Notre
Dame, was running well so others
will have to step up.
"Our team is top heavy, so we
need to have a couple people run
well for the fifth spot," he said.
"Our primary goal at this meet is to
have encouraging performances
from our fifth and sixth place
runners."
DeNoon said Lola-Mae Spencer,
Raina Larsen and Beth ·eayser. are
training really well and could
provide good performances at
Mississippi State.
"We want our fifth place runner
within 20-30 seconds of our third
and fourth place runni-;r as long as
our third and fourth runners hllY.S .

*

~

*

*

I.

*:;

,.·
- - -

Westroads "Liquor Mart

.homecoming.''
And despite drawing just 2,000

*
*

~ e Shopping Cent~r 529-1221

fans at last week's rain-drenched
game against Indiana State, Watson
said he continues to be proud of the
hometown fan support this season.
"We've got young guys and they
show up at practice every day and
work very hard." he said.
"The fan support has been
awesome. This is not a one man
job. I need everybody. The support
is the key ingredicnL"
The homecoming game kickoff
is slated for .I :30 Sat_urday
afternoon at McAndrew Stadmm.

Miller

·Budweiser
Reg. Light or

Llte,iLite Ice, Genuine Draft,
Genuine Draft Lite

Diy

•

SIi.i SID.IQ·~---:-:..:_
Bacardi Canadian Club
case cans

·,

' case cans

..

Whiskey'
$111 $111

alight or Dark

good times. he said.
Out of the six teams in the meet,
DeNoon said the Salukis main
competition will come from the

·

;:e!~~~astern Conference

•·...

"Mississippi State and Georgia
are really strong teams and should

~

:/etf 7-;:

INVITE, from page 24
against Illinois. like a team."
Cornell said the six-team meet
appears to be a battle of two schools.
and the Salukis for the top spot.
"Arkansas-Little Rock and
Georgia are really good teams. but I
think we should win this meet," he
said.
The team, which has battled
injuries and sickness all year, is
finally healthy. but the weather
could cause problems.
"Everybody should be ready to
run this week, except maybe for
Dan Mallon, bu1 he might be able
to compete,~ Cornell said.
The women's cross country team
will have to overcome an injuiy to
Leah Steele, who h:id been the
Salukis fifth best runner. Steele will
be sidelined with a back problem.
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. The Salukis will be running on a
course like SIUC's, but the weather
could pose a problem.
"'Ille course is a lot like ours but
reall>' flat, however the rain could
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The Mississippi State Invitational
begins at 9 a.m'. on Sat~y.)~ ; ; : __
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Bu~y week~pd ~~'!,~1~11:J(?~~,J:ii1imidfi"_;,
it,iiiffHi~
'!!e.S..~uki~

By Chris Clark

Staff Reporter

!!1e3:51111; up 3 gainsf!heln," she.said:

W1ch1ta_.,States._ 1,$outliwesL
Srate) and Drake wiU }le {
rt may be homecoming w'eekend schools lo contend with. Their
al SIUC, but:for the women's playCl!_are~_ysolid."
.
!
tennis team, ifs anoih'en wecke!]d ·c.:~ The,,~alulj_5:.'Yi}I be led.- b)'
on the road.
• .. l,
· .,. .. tieshman Saneni Beiboy. Berksoy
The Salukis will tra~eltci St.~·- is•·icurieWtly§ s-:3·~ in singles
Louis, MO to participate in the competiti_Qn.and riding a four- .
Missouri Valley Conference match wiri streak, including the
Invitational. today and Saturday.
flight two consolation chamSIUC women·s tennis coach pionship at the Ball S!ate
Judy Auld said that this tournament Invitational last weekend. .
is a good chance to sec the other
In doubles, the team of Patricia
teams in the conference before the Zihler and Molly Card have won
spring season.
their last three matches: and like
(Missouri

th;•1!!:r~~~~J~c~ 0: :

:;:~~;~s~1;ta~~~ flight two

_~lhough
~ y~ng_ .•. - · ~ - :P.asta,-ltallan Sandwiches & More_
tc;am, Aul~,1s ~ncou.raged_ w.1th.~ , GC,1t·C'--:P~;.lrA· :..-- .. ·w Ddiv Every,lay· ~~li?t.#. ~~JJP~t]!if~tt~· --~Oil..:&f~1i~~,u,311Jei?c' ./:.J'..< Open
pm.-,-):(,,::,~·

I ., ,..

"I've seen steady·improvement
:::_:>¢ •0.;::, :- ;,~ ~
SU!C!: h!~la!Ja[:;(_!,IJ,!F.iL firs!_:, tAPl:i~
t~'!r~~~~tit)(1~,efJ!l.I'k'lt\!ti~~,\#"r#\l~U,~
f~
freslimen are getting some•good· _.,.,,, ,.:,::; ~ ;•-_,..,,,,_,,, .~.:
.:,- : ,..,c-t
mat~li ptay;luiif:"foiifitfeii~ce"ls"'l'Deffoery•&:eirryO~af'.(mfy;:,
well.
~~ •
.·
~
"We're trying to build mental
toughness. They have to play three
or four. mat. ches in. a day_. lt'.s a
ment:~.1,.~halleng~ as .wel),as
1
physicat~
... ,'' :··./:.·:_ .. •:J.. ~.· ·.-~. . ·',.•.
Auld'said this•weelterid wiJt·be
tough_.foi" the ;S~l'!ki!i;:.b.ut)f·'
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MVC"lnyite;::.;
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Women's Tennis
Men's Tennis

Saturday Men's Tennis
Women's Tennis

Football

Ball SLl!i~ite

MVC'lnvite
l :30 p.m. - · 's"EMO
7 p.m· Southwest Mo.

early; it.will

'I

:J'
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··.~·~:~j-~:,~ - - - • ~ ~ · ~-·..._

tnJury,~;'.\she said•. ,:'We have·r
some people•who C;Bri)lo~!¢ally.;
well, but it depen~ on the.draw. lf:c
they wi_nd up - playinjFtough
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, "Ifmot,,I can see us ~tting irito ·
the later rounds of the tournament·•
. ,The·SIUC men's tennis, team .is._
on the road as well. The Salukis
will be in Indiana for the Ball State
Invitational, Oct. 14-l6.
. ·· ·
Senior Matt McM:ina\vav (4-1)
and freshman Chris McMillin (3-2)
arc atop the Saluki netler's win
column.
'
McManaway's loss la.~t weekend
wa, hi, first 0f the $Cason.
\L\l,111;,u.:i,· :ihn ""ll rh~ llieht
Hnu con~o!~t1HJll ,:hatnplt)ll!-..:lit} at
th1: ~hdJk--J~rnh:.-..-.('..: J·aH Cl:1,:-.i"··

fli~~~~~~f
Quarter Barrel Keg Races!
On Saturday at 9 pm

* Registe~ 'four Tecrn Nov-' +.

t1r-,.,_· ni,.\, J"i;,.i~1,..n;> h~tnrC" l11-,1111.? n1

t.•~· ~-:nlf1:1a!-.. }:~ hr. ik. t.•;_,_.n~li,t
! i,,_. I ''"' c, ,·., 1111,, mi Hall Sta:e
1t1t:r11.nn ...·11~ h1n!.1t1"'2 Ju ~mr,rrn ~

(Hor,ie games in bold ); CC-Cross Countiy

upon

t;1,1

,i.· ..~~k-cnd·~ · (l• 1_.;

,·nmhint.>J eflon ;11 th.: W.H.H
Downing Fall Invitational.

Stanford's Walsh wails on critics
The Sporting News

That Stanford Coach Bill Walsh
i, thin-skinned is no more news
than the location of the sun at
dawn. FrustrJtcd bv the Cardin;,J\
painful lossc,. he !ashed out when
the local papers printed criticism of
the team from within. Ccmerback
Eliel Swinton questioned Walsh.
quarterback Ste\'C Stenstrom and
hi, own teammates before the
Notre Dame game.
By all ac~ounts. Walsh·deals
with people the way he draws up
his beloved offense. He doesn"t
smack you in the mouth. He cuts
you into a thousand pieces and

leaves vou to bleed to death.
All ,;f which is background for a
vintage display of Walsh sarcasm
before yet another excruciating loss
at Ariwna State last Satunfay.
The Sun Devils kicked a late
field goal to win. 36-35. and the
Cardinal fell to 1-3-1. Stanford
tied North-western. 41-41. when
Eric Abrams missed a chip-shot
field-goal attempt in the final
$CConds. Stanford ran 95 plays at
Notre Dame. exposing major holes
in the Irish defense. yet lost. 34-

l5.
The offense is perking. The
defense remains under construction.

'

i.tmunmitnt 94
.

Walsh compared the Cardinal to
the 1980 49crs, "when we were
losin!, but improving e\'ery week.
and then ,"le broke out." After that.
according to The San Francisco
Chronicle. he lit into his critics.
"If there's a leaning toward
hcing critical of us. our program
and me, this is the time really to do
it. ... This is the time lo jump
quickly:· Walsh said...And I know
there·s hecn some blockbuster
revelations about our program in
the newspaper. I mean this stuff is
big. The investigative reporting
that':, gone on. it's like Siskcl arid
Ebert. I mean (Woodward) and
Bernstein."

Checkout
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Bar & Billiards
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Gczt a Cold Draft..
In A Stix Cup for
$1.50

*

m.mmn.§ omY s11.oo
- $1.50 Mixers & Domestic Bottles

Saturda Ni ht Only

'SHOT
& BEER NIGHT
SHOT OF ROMPLEMINZE &
ICEHOOSE JOMBO DRAFT

GET. BOTH FOR ONLY $2.00
DON'T FORGET TO ENTER The STIX NIGHTOUT GIVEAWAY

SALUKIFOOTBALL
HOMECOMING VS. SEMO 1:30, SATURDAY
WELCOME BACK TO SIU

"Once Upon a Time.....
Homecoming Parade
begins at 9:30 a.m.
Saturday at the corner
of University Avenue
and Mill Street. The
parade will come to an
end by l'lcAndrew
Stadium and the
tailgate parking lot.
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Dawgs c11a!ie''iiiA,::ai··'MjffiSC8ffllAg
ByGrantDNdy
Sports Editor
The Saltlld fOOlball squad has a homecoming date
with Southeast Missouri State Saturday in a game
that couJd keep SIUC from getting off to its worst
start in four decades.

• Not since 1954, a year the Dawgs went 2-7, has,
SIUC began a season with an 0-S recon!.
Saltlld first-year head coach Shawn Watson said!
,.despite how his team has stumb1ed out of the blocks.
he's )~ng forward to Saturday's showdown with
. SEMO.
,•. '1 can't wait to walk out on the field and get undet
: : · the goal posts," he said
,;~;\',SIUC is coming off a 27-14 Gateway ConferenC(,.
;~Joss to Indiana State, while SEMO (4-2) is riding th1:
t
crest of a 19-14 victory over the No. 20 team in th1:
countty Tennessee Tech.
''Ibis win al Tennessee Tech was our biggest wi,1
at the Division I-AA level," SEMO head coach John
Mumford said. "Now we have to keep oi:r
momentum going at Southern Illinois. We can't gi:t
complacent"
The Indians Josi starting quarterback Shane
Kennedy from four to six weeks with a broken
collarbone against Tennessee Tech and will fie
forced to start freshman Fred Hoston.
Staff PhalD by J. Baba'
Watson said regardless of who calls out the signaJs
#5 Brad Bohannon of Godfrey, the Saluki's number one kickoff man, bells one between the posts during the for SEMO, they're a solid football team.
team's Thursday evening practice. The football team concenbated heavily in special teams drills in preparation

see GRIDDERS, page 22

for this weekend's homecoming game against South Eas1 Missouri State al McAndrew Stadium.

Spikers hit road to up ranking
By Sean Walker
Staff Reporter

The Saluki volleyball team owns
sole possession of third place in the
Missouri Vallev Conference as it
tries to cut the Northern Iowa lead
during the road trip to Tulsa and
Southwest Missouri State this
weekend.
SIUC is in third place in the
MVC at the halfway mark in its
conference schedule with 10 of its
20 matches already in the books.
The Salukis are 3-7 on the road
this season, and have to play its
next five of six matches away from
the security of Davies Gymnasium.
where SIUC is 7--0. Three of the
matches will be non-conference
affairs held in c;:, Louis.
In SIUC's last three victories,
the Saluki hitters combined for a
.348 attack average with a sea~on-

• DE foreanlen pidced Thursday
night's game prior to kiclcoff.

high .380 mark against Creighton.
Senior Deb Heyne leads the team
with 240 kills for the season, and
has led in kills for the past nine of
10 matches.
Junior setter Kim Golebiewski
has led SIUC in digs in the last
four outings. Golebiewski needs 11
more digs to hit 500 on the season,
and stands only four shy of the No.
6 mark in Saluki history with 1,228
career digs.
The Salukis meet Tulsa tonight
and will tty to extend its perfect 60 record agaim,t the Golden
Hwricane. SIUC will then move
on to Southwest Missouri State to
attempt :. conference sweep over
the Lady B.:-ars for the first time in
Saluki history.
Nonhern Iowa defends its 23match home win streak. when the
Panthers play host to Illinois State,
Indiana State and Bradley this

weekend. Northern Iowa has not
beaten lllinois State this season,
and needs the victory to remain
alone atop the conference.
The Panthers can·pllt a stranglehold on the conference title with
three wins this weekend
MVC Player of the Week Kate
Galer leads the Panthers after
recording 46 kills, seven service
aces, five blocks and 37 digs in
three wins last week.
lllint>is Sta!e is the only team to
beat league-leading Northern Iowa,
and is the last team to defeat the
Panthers in Cedar Falls, Iowa, Oct

10, 1992.
)SU boasts a 24-4 record for the
month of October since 1992, and
is already 3-1 this month.
Bradley· is looking to tie last
year's seven victory season this s

see ROAD TRIP, page 22

SIUC cross country teams
trek south to snag victories
By Doug Durao
Senior Reporter

The SJUC men's and
women• s cross country teams
will try to rebound from a
disappointing finish at Notte
Dame last Friday as the Salukis
travel to the Mississippi State
Invitational on Saturday in
Starkville.
The men'.• team, v•ho finished sixth 0.11 of the 22-team
field at Notre Dame, will be
competing in its last meet
before the Missouri Valley
Conference Championship.
Bill Cornell, head coach of
the SIUC men's cross country
team, said this is an important

meet for his team.
"We are using this meet as a
confidence-builder for us," 1,e
said .. "We rieed to have confidence in ourselves going into,
conference and the districll
championships."
After the men struggled to•
get out to a fast start at the
Notre Dame Invitational,
Cornell said getting off the line
is the team's main focus this

week.
"I emphasized all week at
practice that we need to go out
as a team and get out early," he
said "I told them we had to run

like we did a couple weeks ago

see INWTE, page 22

